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INSIDE:
Although June was
officially nationwide Adopt A Cat
month, many feline
friends remain at
Murray's animal
shelter. Page 11A

SPORTS:
Major League Baseball Commissioner
Fay Vincent's troubles with owners
continued Tuesday
after the Cubs
announced they
were suing to block
Vincent's realignment attempt. Page
2B

WEDNESDAY
July 8
WORLD
MUNICH, Germany — A
senior U.S. official said today
an agreement has been reached
to suspend Yugoslavia from a
51-nation European security
summit because of ethnic conflicts. Page 3A

STATE
PRESTONSBURG — The state
Office for Education Accountability has been asked to investigate Education Commissioner
Thomas Boysen's role in choosing a superintendent for Floyd
County. Page 3A

SPORTS
SAN DIEGO — Ray Lankford
drove in three runs with a pair
of doubles in the Cardinals 6-3
victory over the Padres Tuesday
night. Page 2B

PERSPECTIVE
Syndicated columnist Mike
Royko writes about electronic
communication with presidential
candidates in today's issue.
Page 4A

FORECAST
Partly cloudy and muggy tonight
with a 30 percent chance of
thunderstorms. Lows 70 to 75.
Southwest wind around 10 mph.
Hot and humid Thursday with a
30 percent chance of thunderstorms. Highs in the mid-90s.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
359.7, -0.2; below 304.7, +2.3
BARKLEY LAKE
359.6, -0.1; below 314.1, 0.0
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Dr. Bill Collins indicted in federal probe
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — More than
4'A years of investigation by federal agencies produced three criminal
charges against Dr. Bill Collins,
the husband of former Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
Collins is charged with extorting
money from state bond contractors
during his wife's term from 1983
to 1987, violating tax laws and
obstruction of justice by trying to
get a grand jury witness to destroy
documents.

Nunn named as
co-conspirator
in HUD scheme
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — On
the same day a federal grand jury
indicted the husband of a former
Kentucky governor, another former
governor was involved in an unrelated federal indictment returned in
Washington, D.C.
Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn was
among those included as unidicted
co-conspirators in an alleged
scheme by a former federal housing official to steer apartmentrehabilitation funds through former
Attorney Gentral\ John Mitchell,
according to a published report.
The 72-page indictment does not
charge Nunn or Mitchell, who died
in 1988, with any crime.
Also Tuesday, Dr. Bill Collins
— husband of former Gov. Martha
Layne Collins — was indicted on
charges of extortion, obstruction of
justice and tax irregularities during
his wife's administration.
The indictment involving Nunn
charges Deborah Gore Dean, a top
aide in the Department of Housing
and Urban Development during the
Reagan administration, with 13
felony counts, including conspiracy
to defraud the government by
depriving the public of honest
governmeni
A newspaper said the indictment
does not identify either Nunn or
Mitchell by name, but it is clear
from the indictment and previously
disclosed information who they
are. The indictment refers to Nunn
as "Unindicted Co-conspirator
Two" and says he is "a former
governor."
Mitchell, identified as "Unindieted Co-conspirator One," used
to be attorney general.
The third unindicted coconspirator also is not named.
The Courier-Journal reported in
today's editions that the indictment
says Nunn and another unindicted
co-conspirator retained Mitchell to
help get HUD rehab funds for their
clients.
It alleges that Dean "facilitated" the award of the funds and
that she "well knew that these
awards would benefit" Mitchell
and his company, Global Research
International Inc.
(Cont'd on page 2A)

The three charges in two indictments carry a potential penalty of
35 years in prison and a fine of
$750,000. Collins is scheduled to
be arraigned on July 20.
U.S. Attorney Karen Caldwell
defended the investigation.
"The investigation, as we said,
has been a lengthy one. A grand
jury has returned an indictment and
beyond that I just can't say anymore about the length of time
involved," Caldwell said.
The indicunent alleges Collins
began in December 1983 to extort
money from officials of companies

that sought to handle state bond
business. Collins first told them
they would have to make political
contributions then invest in his new
company, the indictment said.
Eventually, the New York firm
of Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette
and several of its officials contributed to the Kentucky Democratic
Party, the inaugural committee for
Gov. Collins and became major
players in Collins Investments Inc.
Collins created Collins Investments Inc. in 1984, shortly after his
wife took office. The company ran
three limited partnerships with

investments in thoroughbred horses
and real estate. It raised some $7.5
million in 21 months from 98
investors, about half of whom did
business with the state or got state
appointments.
"It was the object of said conspiracy that (Bill Collins) and
others would and did obtain money
and things of value from individuals and entities doing business with
and seeking to do business with the
commonwealth of Kentucky, its
departments and agencies, in
exchange for that business," the
indictment said.

Frank Haddad, Collins' Louisville attorney, said the charges were
groundless.
"Every piece of evidence that
the government has, every statement that they have taken ... concerning the allegations in this
indictment have been vehemently
denied by these people and vehemently denied by Dr. Collins,"
Haddad said.
The indictment also said officers
of Cranston Securities, of Columbus, Ohio were among the inves(Cont'd on page 2A)

Blood bank
needs donors

Encouraging sign

CYRUS AP2ALI/Ledger & Times photo

Angela Jones (donating blood) smiles as she receives encouraging words from Julie Ritchie at Tuesday's
blood drive at Murray State University's Curtis Center. Participants in the Governor's Scholars program,
which is currently underway at MSU, assisted the American Red Cross by handing out food samples after
donations and with labeling.

An emergency appeal for
blood donors is being voiced by
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Blood Bank.
"Due to high demand and the
recent holiday, we have an
emergency shortage of Anegative and 0-negative blood,"
says Ginger Hale, MCCH Blood
Bank Donor Recruiter. "We
need people of all blood types to
respond at this very important
time, particularly those with Anegative and 0-negative."
Anyone who is interested in
helping rebuild the depleted
supply can schedule a blood
donor appointment with the
Blood Bank by calling
762-1119.
For those unabfe to donate
during a weekday, the MCCH
Blood Bank will take blood
donations on Saturday. July 11,
from 7 a.m. to 3:30. p.m.
A person who donies blood
to the MCCH Blood Bank needs
to do so only once a year to
receive coverage for his or her
family. If a family has that
coverage, they are not charged
for the actual units of blood they
may need if they are treated at
MCCH for illness or injury.
For more information, call
762-1119.

Western leaders wrap up troubled summit
MUNICH, Germany (AP) —
Western leaders today wrapped up
a troubled summit, endorsing a
524-billion aid package for Boris
Yeltsin but quarreling over world
trade problems that have stymied
them for years.
In a communique marking the
end of the 18th annual economic

summit, President —Bush and six
other leaders said the transition to
democracy in Russia and other former communist lands "will involve
painful adjustments. We offer the
new states our help for their selfhelp," they said shortly before sitting down with the Russian
president.

There were the customary smiles
all around as the three-day summit
drew to a close. Even so, there
were signs the leaders chafed at the
limits on their ability • to influence
events.
Bush said there was a "kind of
mood of turmoil" hanging over the
talks, a reference to economic stag-

nation in several countries.
The talks themselves produced
no breakthrough on a farm-subsidy
dispute blocking world trade talks.
Nor was there any agreement on a
strategy to boost economic growth
and push the world away from
recession.

Cold cash offered for cool ideas on refrigeration
ROSEMEAD, Calif. (AP) — A
cool idea could be worth $30
million.
That's the reward offered to a
U.S. manufacturer who comes up
with the design for an energyefficient refrigerator that puts the
freeze on ozone-killing chemicals.
The reward was announced
Tuesday by a consortium of 23
utilities, which serve about 20 million of the nation's 94 million
households.

The utilities want a refrigerator
that does away with ozonedestroying chlorofluorocarbons
while cutting in half the 900
kilowatt-hours of electricity used
annually by today's average
18-cubic-foot refrigerator, said
Gary B. Fernstrom of Pacific Gas
and Electric Company.
Today's refrigerator uses about
half the energy of the average
refrigerator 20 years ago, said
Fernstrom, chief financial officer

of the California-based consortium.
Still, refrigerators and freezers
consume about 20 percent of the
electricity in American homes, and
much of that is wasted, Southern
California Edison, one of the utilities in the consortium, said
Tuesday.
James G. Powell, a spokesman
for Maytag Corp., the appliance
maker, said more efficient refrigerators are possible, but "it's important that the product be capable of

being sold in the marketplace."
For instance, appliance manufacturers say they could improve efficiency by adding insulation, but do
not want to change the exterior
dimensions of the unit because
most consumers want a refrigerator
that fits in existing kitchen space.
The winning model also would
do away with ozone-destroying
chlorofluorocarbons, which are
being phased out Ainder international agreements.

State making
What changes, ff any, would you make to Freedom Fest? little progress
in cleaning up
Man on the street
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I wouldn't make any changes.
It's very successful because of all
the activities for different age
groups.

The people that sponsor that
event do such a good job, I think
we owe them nothing but a
commendation.

I liked all the events, but it
would be nice to have it some
place like the court square where
it's cooler.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state agency study concludes that
Kentucky's land, air and water are
cleaner than a decade ago mainly
because of federal regulations.
The Environmental Quality
Commission said the state itself has
made more headway in preventing
pollution than in cleaning up the
messes that already exist. For
instance, only 10 percent of the
state's abandoned mine land has
been reclaimed.
But there are problems with prevention, too, as evidenced by the
lack of standards for ground water,
a primary source of drtiking water
for rural Kentuckians.v.•
The book-length report, 'State
the Environment: A Report of
of
JEWEL DUNN
Progress and Problems," is the
first comprehensive study of KenThe parade was great, 1 just wish
environment in years.
I could have been able to see the tucky's
concat.
(Cont'd on page 2A)
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Longest shuttle flight gets longer
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SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
— Rain at the landing site today
forced the postponement of the
space shuttle Columbia's return by
a full day, lengthening what is
already NASA's longest shuttle
mission.
It looks like Mother Nature has
given you another chance to make
a tighter grip on your record,"
Mission Control said told the crew.
The shuttle had been scheduled
to land at Edwards Air Force Base
in California at 9:08 a.m. EDT. But
after rain began falling in the area,
flight controllers decided to delay
the landing by one orbit.
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Prospects were no better for the
second landing attempt at 10:45
a.m. EDT — the only other one
possible today — forcing the astronauts to spend an extra day in
orbit. That will bring the mission to
a full two weeks.
NASA said it would try again
Thursday morning to bring the
shuttle back to Earth.
"Just sit back and watch the
world go by, now that you've done
all the hard work," Mission Control's Ken Reightler told shuttle
commander Richard N. Richards.
"Hey Ken, maybe we can slip in
another press conference,"

(Cont'd from page 1A)
tors in Collins Investments.
Telephone calls for comment to
DLJ offices were not returned
Tuesday. Cranston Securities was
acquired by a Cleveland firm several years ago.
Gov. Collins, who testified last
week before the grand jury that
indicted her husband, said throughout her term that she was unaware
of her husband's business dealings.
Public pressure eventually forced
her to look into the activities of
Collins Investments.
In June 1986, Collins said she
talked to investors and reviewed

Shell
Tuesday's winning numbers:
Pick 3: 5-4-6 (five, four, six);
Cash 5: 5-13-18-29-31 (five,
thirteen, eighteen, twenty-nine,
thirty-one)

(Cont'd from page 1A)
According to the indictment,
Dean helped secure $66 million
worth of rehab payments for clients
of Nunn, Mitchell and the third
person, according to the Louisville
newspaper's story.
As a result, Nunn got "more
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their dealings with state agencies.
"I am convinced that there is no
evidence of wrongdoing," she said
then.
One of the indictments spells out
a lengthy list of examples where
Collins, in cooperation with former
Finance Cabinet Secretary Lester
"Mac" Thompson, forced officials
of the two security firms to make
contributions to his wife's campaign, the Kentucky Democratic
Party and the finance committee
for her inauguration.
The indictment also alleged that
Collins forced DLJ officials to buy
a $35,000 hand-made piano that he

than $300,000" in consulting fees
from his clients, while Mitchell got
"at least $234,000" in fees and the
third person and his associates got
approximately $175,000, the paper
said.
Nunn's alleged role in the
scheme centers on two Miami-area

gave to Gov. Collins as a present.
.Collins allegedly conspired with
a number of people to award the
state bond business to DU and
Cranston, but he was the only person charged. U.S. Attorney Karen
Caldwell declined to comment on
whether they were cooperating witnesses or if others could be charged
later.
Almost in an aside, the indictment also alleges that Collins got
the inaugural finance committee to
write two checks totalling
$1,940.25 to cover family
expenses.
The tax charge alleges that Col-

HOT
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HELSINKI, Finland (AP) — The
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe today approved a
plan to use member nations' soldiers as peacekeepers on the
continent.
The new peacekeeping role for
the 52-nation group is to be
adopted in a declaration by world
leaders at a summit Thursday and
Friday.
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projects of a Florida developer, the
indictment says.
The deals were disclosed in a
1989 internal HUD report that
ignited a scandal involving the
agency. According to Tuesday's
indictment, Nunn agreed to help
Aristides Martinez and his partners

The 20-year-old security conference was formed to keep the peace
between East and West during the
Cold War, and the new policy
apparently is a move to update that
mission.
"For the first time in decades we
are facing warfare in the CSCE
region," said a draft of a document, titled "The Challenges of
Change," to be approved on Thurs-

(Cont'd from page 1A)
The authors found that Kentucky
has made environmental gains —
rivers, streams and lakes are cleaner — but there are corresponding
losses, such as an increase in toxic
substances in drinking-water
supplies.
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Contamination from automobile
emissions is way down in Jefferson
County, but there is a startling lack
of compliance among the county's
industries that have permits for air
pollution — more than a fourth are
out of compliance, according to the
repori
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day and Friday.
"The loss of life, human misery,
involving huge numbers of refugees, have been the worst since the
Second World War," said the
78-page declaration, approved by
senior negotiators who debated all
night to reach a consensus.
It said the CSCE, at the request
of one or more member states,
would consider peacekeeping oper-
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get HUD financing for the two projects in return for approximately
$600,000, and he passed $184,000
of that to Mitchell.
Nunn has acknowledged that
arrangement but denied using influence to get the HUD money.
The Courier-Journal reported last

Has an individual or business damaged
your property or failed to pay you
money they owe you?

• Edge cleaning on both sides

Total System
Prrforrnance'w 750

We don't know who they're
talking about," Haddad said.
Through the course of the Collins administration, DLJ was
involved in at least four bond
issues in state agencies and was
paid at least S1.6 million. Eight
DLJ executives reportedly invested
some $1.2 million with Collins
Investments.
Two Cranston executives
invested S450,000 with Collins
Investments.
The partners of Collins Investments voted in 1987 to sell all its
assets.

month that Adams was investigating Mitchell and that Nunn had testified earlier this year before a
grand jury in Washington regarding
the Florida projects. Nunn said he
had furnished all the information
requested and was not concerned
about the probe.

ations on a case-by-case basis
under strict guidelines.
The peacekeeping section did not
mention specific conflicts.
But the fighting in BosniaHerzegovina is at the top of the
security conference's agenda, and
the group suspended Yugoslavia
for 100 days today for its role in
fomenting violence in the former
Yugoslav republic.

State making little progress...

HOOVE

1111

lins conspired to help others hide
payments that were actually kickbacks and bribes. This concealed
the nature of the payments from the
Internal Revenue Service.
Haddad noted Collins was not
charged with keeping the IRS from
collecting actual taxes due.
"This is absolutely ridiculous
and they will fall on their face on
that one," Haddad said.
Finally, Collins was charged
with trying to get a grand jury witness to withhold or destroy documents sought by a federal grand
jury. The witness was not
identified.

CSCE officials agree on European peacekeeping force

16 44k

Upright Vacuum
Cleaning System

CARTER ELEMENTARY REPORTS THEFT
The theft of a television was reported to the Murray Police Department
Tuesday. Reports said the theft occurred from a work room at W.Z. Carter
Elementary School on South 13th Street in Murray.
BODY OF DROWNING VICTIM RECOVERED
The body of a man who was drowned earlier this week on Kentucky Lake
was found Tuesday by the Lyon County Rescue Squad. According to
reports, the body of Timothy E. Duckett, 32, 1640 Jenny Lane, Paducah,
was recovered at 1:28 p.m. Tuesday. Duckett and a companion entered the
waters of Twin Lakes Camp on Kentucky Lake sometime Monday night or
early Tuesday morning, intending to swim across the bay. Duckett, who was
wearing a swim mask and fins, disappeared approximately 100 feet from the
shore. Duckett's companion attempted to help the victim, but the water was
over his head. The incident was investigated by the Kentucky Water Patrol.

Nunn named as co-conspirator in HUD scheme...

Pi99IY wig9ly

•

TENNESSEE MAN CHARGED IN LOCAL THEFTS
A Paris, Tenn. man was arrested by the Murray Police Department Tuesday
and charged with receiving stolen property over $100. Reports said the
arrest of Billy Oneal Kendley, 23, 904 Riggins St, Paris, Tenn., stems from
an investigation into the theft of several hundred dollars in items from the
residence of Bobby Belcher in June.

Dr. Bill Collins indicted infederal probe...
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Richards answered jokingly. The
astronauts have held seven broadcast interviews during the mission,
more than any other shuttle crew.
NASA prefers the big desert
lakebed at Edwards to the single
runway at Florida's Kennedy Space
Center when the shuttle is loaded
with extra weight, in this case
Spacelab, and when astronauts
have been away this long.
Flight directors said they would
consider a Kennedy landing on
Thursday only if the weather is still
bad at Edwards. Columbia has
enought food and fuel on board to
stay up until Friday.

Local News Roundup

(S1133)
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It also found a reluctance to curb
land use in any way and stated that
Kentucky is losing natural resources even though conservation practices have improved. A third of the
state's 30 billion tons of mineable
coal is gone, and farmland erosion
is well above the national average.
Furthermore, more than half of
the state's 116 bird species are
declining because of pollution and
destruction of their habitat. And
anglers say that fishing is simply
not as good — a fifth of the state's
rivers and streams do not meet
national goals for fishing.
The state has collected only 10
percent of the fines it has assessed
since 1986, according to the report.
Because of broad exemptions, a fee
to help clean up hazardous-waste
sites has brought in less than half
of the $5 million a year that was
estimated.
The state still has no standards
for ground-water contamination,
even though they've been in the
works for years and such contamination has been found in every
county.
The report estimates that half of
the state's private wells are contaminated and that thousands of open
dumps are leaching into ground
and surface water. Stricter rules for
well design and landfill construction should help limit contamination in the future.
A third of the state's public lakes
are polluted, and while rivers and
streams are cleaner, the level of
toxic substances, primarily bacteria, in drinking -water supplies is
becoming a threat.
Radioactive waste is also a
threai Private wells are contaminated in western Kentucky from
pollution at the Paducah Gaseous
Diffusion Plant.
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News of the World
CAN'T GET AWAY FROM THE 'SOUND BITE'
NEW YORK — Politicians have complained for years about the incredible
shrinking sound bite, that snippet of political speech that TV networks have
trimmed nearly into oblivion. Now CBS News has come up with an old, bold
idea: no sound bite shorter than 30 seconds. There's only one problem, network officials say. The candidates don't talk that way. "Frankly, we're skeptical whether we can keep it up," said Erik Sorensen, executive producer of
"The CBS Evening News." "It's very hard to find them saying anything substantive for 30 seconds." "Sound bite" is a broadcasting term for an uninterrupted segment of speech. "Read my lips — no new taxes," is probably the
most famous recent example. It clocks in at about three seconds.

PEROT TAKES A LUNCH BREAK
DALLAS — Pillars of Wall Street sat with farmers from Iowa. Willie Nelson,
natty in black with his ponytail neatly tied, dined near former nuclear arms
control negotiator Paul Nitze. Scientists mingled with socialites, athletes
with academics. It was the first nationwide gathering of the latest political
movement — lunch with Ross Perot, the people's billionaire. Perot took 340
people to lunch Tuesday to solicit advice for his gestating political platform
and map campaign strategy. Volunteers from 48 states flew in to offer wisdom, have their picture taken with the undeclared independent presidential
candidate and preview television commercials. "My initial reaction was
'What is this dog and pony show?" said Perot's Minnesota state coordinator, Jeff Solem, who admitted to feeling a bit underdressed in a $250 suit.
"But when we got down to it, there was a lot of substance. We made a lot of
decisions in regard to how the campaign was going to be run."

DEMO DONORS TO GET ROYAL TREATMENT
WASHINGTON— Having trouble finding a hotel for the Democratic National
Convention? Worried about New York's pricey restaurants? Concerned the
family station wagon won't make the trip? With a donation of $5,000 or more
to the Democratic Party, those fears could be allayed. Big-money donors
will get the royal treatment at next week's convention from free food and
drinks at dozens of receptions and hospitality suites to a ride from Washington to New York aboard a "party train." There'll also be plenty of free entertainment: a New York Yankees game, Broadway theater, exclusive museum
trips, shopping and restaurant sprees and a whirlwind tour of the city's five
boroughs and the Statue of Liberty.

PROVINCES AGREE TO QUEBEC'S DEMANDS
OTTAWA — Seeking to halt Quebec's secessionist drive, the federal governent and premiers from the nine English-speaking provinces have agreed to
the French-speaking region's demands for special treatment. The measures, which are part of a wide-ranging constitutional reform plan reached
late Tuesday, appear to address all the main points of dispute between
Quebec and other provinces. The package still must be approved by federal
and provincial lawmakers across the nation, including Quebec, which boycotted the negotiations. It was not immediately clear when the package
would be put to a vote. However, Quebec Premier Robert Bourassa is still
required to hold a provincial referendum by Oct. 26 on autonomy or
secession.

O'KEEFE TAKES NAVAL HELM
WASHINGTON — Acting Navy Secretary Sean O'Keefe must restore order
to a service embarrassed by a sexual harassment scandal while charting a
post-Cold War course that could include lifting the ban on women in combat,
military observers say. "He has his work cut out for him," Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., a member of the Senate Armed Services Committee and
former Navy pilot, said after the 36-year-old O'Keefe was tapped for the job
Tuesday. "He's going to have to be a strong advocate for carrier aviation,"
McCain added, noting recent spending reductions voted by the House
Armed Services Committee. "They're all at the point if they don't get funded
this year, they're in serious jeopardy." O'Keefe replaces H. Lawrence Garrett III, who resigned last month amid charges of a Navy cover-up in its
investigation into a 1991 convention of naval aviators in which 26 women —
half of them officers — said they were sexually abused.

TAKING MONEY TO START A WAR
DENVER — Sam Zakhem,former U.S. ambassador to Bahrain, campaigned
for the U.S. Senate as a patriot who rallied support for the war to oust Saddam Hussein from Kuwait. But what Zakhem failed to reveal in his losing
primary campaign was alleged Tuesday in a federal indictment: that he and
two others secretly took $7.7 million from Kuwait to drum up support for war
against Iraq. Zakhem, William R. Kennedy Jr. and Scott Stanley Jr. also
were charged with evading income taxes on the $5.7 million of the Kuwaiti
money they kept for the themselves. About $2 million of the total allegedly
was used for public relations and advertising to boost support for military
action against Iraq.

IRAQ. LOANS OKAYED AFTER CIA REPORT
WASHINGTON— The Bush administration approved $1 billion in farm loan
guarantees for Iraq in 1989 just two days after receiving a classified CIA
report indicating past loans had financed Baghdad's weapons programs,
says a Democratic House critic. The decision showed "striking stupidity"
rather than the prudent policy approach the administration has portrayed,
House Banking Committee Chairman Henry B. Gonzalez said Tuesday. In a
House floor speech, the Texas Democrat said the CIA report, dated Nov. 6,
1989, "indicates that ... loans were used to fund Iraq's clandestine military
procurement network which was operating in the United States and Europe." Gonzalez's statement prompted Rep. Charles E. Schumer, D-N.Y., a
senior member of the House Judiciary Committee, to call for the appointment of a special counsel to investigate possible administration criminal
activity in the matter.

'DRAMATIC GESTURE' WON'T STOP THE WAR
VIENNA, Austria — An internationally policed supply route into the besieged
Bosnian capital of Sarajevo would be a dramatic gesture to relieve suffering
in the former Yugoslav republic. But it would mean little for thousands of
hungry and displaced people outside the city. And it would do virtually
nothing to halt a vicious four-month civil war. Accomplishing either of those
goals would require either a large commitment of foreign troops or a settlement among the factions themselves. Western officials have indicated the
first scenario is unlikely. There were suggestions Tuesday at a Group of
Seven summit that an accord may be possible, but not in a way acceptable
either to the Bosnian government or the West.

YUGOSLAVIA SUSPENDED FROM SUMMIT
MUNICH, Germany — A senior U.S. official said today an agreement has
been reached to suspend Yugoslavia from a 51 -nation European security
summit because of its actions in ethnic conflicts. The suspension will be
indefinite, but the federation of Serbia and Montenegro can reapply after
Oct. 14, the official said, as President Bush prepared to go to Helsinki later
in the day to attend the security summit. The ethnic conflict is expected to
dominate the session Thursday and Friday. The 20-year-old Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE) will adopt a NATO proposal to
"establish the machinery" for dealing with such threats to Europe's postCold War stability, he said. The official briefed reporters under rules that
barred identifying him.

Southern businesses
optimistic on recovery
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
U.S. Chamber of Commerce said
southern business people are optimistic about economic recovery,
citing its June Business Confidence
Index which showed a southern
index of 65.4 compared to the
national average of 64.2.
In June, 54.4 percent (58.6 percent in the South) of the 8,328
respondents expected the economy
to improve in the next six months
while only 12.6 percent saw it
moving down.
The Southern region includes
Kentucky and 14 other states, plus
Washington, D.C.
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Teachers ask for probe of Boysen
PRESTONSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
The state Office for Education
Accountability has been asked to
investigate Education Commissioner Thomas Boysen's role in choosing a superintendent for Floyd
County.
The request comes at the same
time a school board member suggested that Deputy Education Commissioner Dave Thomas threatened
the district if .the board didn't
chose Boysen's selection — Steve
Towler.
"You have stepped into an arena
that you should only have monitored," board member Eddie Billips wrote to Boysen in a letter
released Tuesday.
On Tuesday, the Floyd County
Education Association, a teachers'
union, asked OEA Director Penney
Sanders to look into the situation.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones will not
approve the use of money the General Assembly did- not specifically
authorize for implementation of a
statewide school technology plan.
Instead, he will "seek the specific guidance of the General
Assembly," putting the technology
issue on the agenda for a special
legislative session this year, a
statement from Jones' office said
Tuesday.
School districts still could buy

Regulation would
ban minors from
entering a bar
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control is
considering a regulation that
would ban anyone under the age
of 21 from entering a bar.
The agency's general counsel,
Catherine Staib said that allowing anyone under the legal
drinking age to enter a bar
"invites abuse."
Stamping patrons' hands at
the door to show whether they
are over or under the age of 21,
doesn't work, Staib said.
"The 21-year-old with them
(those under age) buys a pitcher
and four glasses and brings
them back (to the table)," she
said. "In that situation, the hand
stamps are meaningless."
There are also those who falsify identifications, Staib said.
"They (bar owners) are faced
with very clever minors who are
hell-bent on proving they are
not minors when they are, she
added, also taking note that not
all bar owners do everything
they can to keep underage
drinkers from entering their
establishments.
A statewide regulation is
being drawn up because a law
containing the necessary provisions to prevent underage patrons from entering bars has not
been adopted.
Under a Kentucky Administrative Regulation, which the
department is designing, the
alcoholic beverage license holder would shoulder most of the
accountability for ensuring that
only those 21 and older are
being admitted.
The regulation is currently in
the "adoption process," Staib
,said,
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In a letter to Sanders, the group
said it feels Boysen and other state
officials overstepped their
authority.
"Once again, the people of Floyd County have a superintendent not
of our choosing, a fact that we arc
used to," the letter said. "But
before, our lack of freedom has
been the result of (a) political system that is draining the life out of
eastern Kentucky. This time it was
done with state assistance."
The Floyd County board chose
Towler, a former Hardin County
superintendent, to head that district
on Thursday. The move came after
Boysen rejected a candidate chosen
by a search committee, a veto power granted him by the board.
In his letter, Billips claims Thomas said a state investigation into
the district would continue "if we

hired the wrong man ... and if we
hired the right man, then the
department would help us. ...
"This is one of the most outlandish statements that has ever
come from the Department of Edueation," Billips wrote.
The teachers' group said Thomas
had suggested Towler as an option
even before he went to Nebraska to
investigate the board's original
choice, William Zitterkopf.
Towler, who was not among five
finalists the committee submitted to
the board, was suggested to Boysen
by Ken Scott, a consultant from the
Kentucky School Boards Association. Boysen later recommended
Towler to the board over the other
103 original applicants, and there
was no more mention by the board
of interviewing any of the other
candidates again.

The teachers' group also said
little attention was given to three
other finalists who were still available for the job.
In March, Boysen suggested the
superintendent search in Floyd
County be postponed because the
board was under investigation. But
the teachers noted that no such
intervention occurred in the superintendent search in Knott County.
which is also under state probe.
The teachers' group said Boysen's involvement set a -potentially damaging precedent" for the
1990 Kentucky Education Reform
Act.
"The only real change brougLt
about by KERA appears to be the
best 'good ole boys' that a S1.5 billion tax increase can bring into the
state," Billips wrote.

Jones won't OK spending for technology plan
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computers and other equipment
required for the new Kentucky
Education Technology System
because the money is budgeted.
But actual implementation of the
system would be delayed because
of Jones' uncertainty about how
agencies involved in the project
would be paid for their services.
The agencies include Kentucky
Educational Television, the state
Department of Information Systems
and the state Department of
Education.

It had been proposed that the
trust fund created to finance equipment purchases would pay for the
services, and the Department of
Education estimated it would cost
S8.6 million for two years.
But in its budget legislation this
year, the General Assembly put a
SI million-a-year cap on spending
for consulting and other start-up
services.
The S400 million system, which
would electronically link all the
state's classrooms, school offices

and the Department of Education,
was a key component of the 1990
Kentucky Education Reform Act.
A special panel, the Council for
Education Technology, was created
to draw up a master plan, which
the legislature's leaders and the
State Board for Elementary and
Secondary Education had
approved.
The state board was scheduled
Wednesday to vote on the Department of Education's implementation plan.

Teens responsible for 1 of6 state births
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The state is expanding
its educational programs aimed at preventing teen pregnancy and will include selected schools in Kenton
and Campbell counties this fall.
The expansion comes at a time when statistics show
that teen-age pregnancies were responsible for one of
every six births in Kentucky in 1990, the latest year
for which figures are available.
Statistics compiled by the state Cabinet for Human
Resources find that more than half of these new
mothers were unmarried. The number of Kentucky
teen-agers having babies has risen slightly in the past
two years but overall has decreased since 1970.
That year, 22.4 percent of all Kentucky births were
to teen-age mothers. In 1981, 19.6 percent of all births
were to teens. In 1990, 17.5 percent of all births were
to teens.
But the percentage of all Kentucky births that were

to unmarried teens rose 27 percent in the 1980s. That
increase was nearly double the national rise, according
to statistics gathered by the Center for Population
Options, a non-profit agency based in Washington.
More teen-agers engage in sexual activity at an earlier age, health experts believe. But finding numbers
to back up that belief is difficult.
Current research indicates that the average age for
an American girl to have sexual intercourse for the
first time is 16. The average age for a boy is 151/2 .
Teen mothers gave birth to 9,438 babies in Kentucky in 1990. The numbers are highest in the rural
areas of western Kentucky.
Fulton County had the state's highest teen-age birth
rate in 1990: 98.2 'live births per 1,000 females
between the ages 15 and 19. Among 128 cities across
the nation, Louisville tied for the highest percentage
of births to teens in 1989.
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Attack dogs, garbage cans and plumbers
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press News Analysis

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.
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Perspective on Politics

Will billions in aid
keep Russia from
economic collapse.

WASHINGTON — A slack economy, a spirited independent challenge and the lessons of 1988 are
combining to turn an already nasty
presidential campaign season into
an earlier-than-usual three-way
brawl.
The mud is flying fast and furious and in all directions. Yet the
Democratic Convention doesn't
begin until Monday, the Republican convention is a month and a
half off and President Bush is still
the only candidate with a running
mate.
Vice presidential candidates usually bear "hatchet man" responsibilities — a role Dan Quayle has
assumed with gusto in recent days.
With Democrat Bill Clinton zeroing in on a running mate, even
prospective Democratic vice presidential nominees are facing questions on their negative campaigning prowess.
"I'm not usually thought of as
an attack dog, but I can give a
pretty good partisan speech," Rep.
Lee Hamilton, D-Ind., one shortlist contender, told reporters
Tuesday.
Clinton and Texan Ross Perot
seem to be doing fine in slam-dunk
politics without relying on running
mates. And Bush isn't leaving all
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the dirty work to Quayle.
The "attack dog" phrase is
Clinton's. Perot has been chastising
Republicans for "dirty tricks.
And a top aide to Bush likened
campaign tactics of the Democrats
and Perot to criminal activities of
the Watergate burglars.
It all adds up to an intensity usually reserved for the final weeks of
a campaign.
Here's why this year's contest is
shaping up to what could be the
nastiest ever:
• The failure of the economy to
improve, born out by recent unemployment and other statistics, is
robbing Bush of what had been his
best high-road issue, forcing his
campaign to put more emphasis on
negative tactics.
• Perot's popularity has prompted a
wave of early attacks on his character and record from both parties,
especially from Republicans. Perot
has shown no reluctance to strike
back.
• Clinton seems determined not to
repeat the political miscalculation
made in 1988 by Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis, who failed to
respond quickly to charges hurled
at him by the Bush campaign.
The fact that Perot has what
seems like an unlimited amount of
money to spend on his own campaign — and on TV commercials
— has the Bush and Clinton camps

nervous.
Bush senior campaign adviser
Charles Black said Bush ads should
start appearing between the two
conventions. Perot ads may come
even sooner.
Meanwhile, Bush campaign officials will send Cabinet members,
GOP governors and a variety of
other prominent Republicans trooping to New York next week to provide a GOP counterpoint to the
Democratic convention.
"We will be a visible presence," said Bush campaign
spokeswoman
B
Tone Clarke.
" e're very well aware of the fact
that ill Clinton will get a bump
out of this convention and his vice
presidential nomination."
Much of the slash-and-burn
skirmishing is a prelude to television ads to come, suggests Karen
Johnson Cartee, a University of
Alabama political scientist and a
specialist in negative campaigning.
"They want to discredit their
opponents before their opponents
start attacking them with negative
ads," she said.
And she said all candidates are
mindful of the political points
Dukakis paid for not standing 4p
sooner to Bush attacks.
"When you fail to refute the
attacks against you, they stick.
Mud sticks," Cartee said.
When Massachusetts Gov. Wil-

-f-

ham Weld, a Republican, visited
Arkansas on Monday to bash Clinton's record as governor, two Clinton aides sat in the audience to
immediately dispute his assault and
to criticize Weld's own record.
Clinton followed his aides, blasting Weld as "one of the attack
dogs for George Bush."
When reports surfaced last week
that Democrats had hired investigators to research Bush's finances
and the savings-and-loan dealings
of son Neil, Bush grumbled: "Let
them muck around in my garbage
can. They aren't going to find
anything."
But presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater took it one step
further.
"The Plumbers are back," Fitzwater said.
Fitzwater later said he didn't
mean to equate the Democratic
opposition-research investigation
and Perot's alleged inquiries with
the criminal 1972 break-in of the
Democratic headquarters at the
Watergate Hotel by a group known
as the Plumbers.
Fitzwater probably was wise not
to press the point. After all, it
turned out that the Plumbers were
working for a Republican president's re-election committee.
• • • •
(Tom Raum corers national politics for The Associated Press.)
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: By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
_ "Associated Press News Analysis
:• MUNICH. Germany — Boris Yeltsin, the gate crasher at the dinner
:party, is assured of leaving Munich with more than a good Bavarian meal
under his belt. But the nagging question remains: Will billions of dollars
in Western aid stop the collapse of his economy?
Russia's output is in a free-fall, inflation is soaring and the specter of
millions being thrown out of work looms in the future.
Against all those problems, many analysts question whether the $24
billion in aid Yeltsin is being offered will do much to ease the plight of
the Russian people.
Some worry that the money might do more harm than good by allowing
Yeltsin to postpone needed reforms.
While Yeltsin was expected to face tough questions such as these during his two days of meetings with President Bush and other summit leaders, there was no doubt that the Russian leader was taking the 18th annual
summit by storm with his bravado and bluster.
Originally invited only for a Wednesday luncheon discussion after the
summit had officially ended, Yeltsin wangled an invitation to come early
to join the summit leaders for dinner Tuesday night and then follow-up
talks the next day.
Even before he left Moscow, Yeltsin shook things up by issuing ultimatums on economic reforms and demanding new terms for debt relief.
All of the bluster, however, was not likely to change the outcome of the
summit since most of the major details of the aid package have been
settled for months.
There will be $18 billion provided to close the gap between what the
country has in hard-currency reserves and what it needs this year to
finance critical imports from abroad.
Another $6 billion will be provided, but not right away, to prop up the
il!blc while Russia struggles to make it freely convertible into other
encies.
c summit could offer some surprises, but only at the margin.
The Western leaders envision giving the Russian $2.5 billion in debt
relief this year, but Yeltsin demanded better terms.
Also, there was a debate over a German proposal to offer $800 million
to install safety features at the most dangerous Soviet-built nuclear power
reactors.
Officials said before they give their final blessing to the $24 billion aid
package, they will subject Yeltsin to some tough questioning.
The summit leaders want to scrutinize Yeltsin's reform program, especially such items as the progress made on land reform, privatization,
iestraining inflation and making the ruble respectable, British and Canadian diplomats said.
Given the current uncertainty with the Russian economy, some analysts
said the Group of Seven was correct in hedging its bets — offering a
limited $24 billion aid package, but holding off further commitments until
Yeltsin makes further reforms.
-"There is no use in just pouring money into an economy in the present
predicaments that the Russian economy is in," said Michael Mandelbaum, a Russian expert at Johns Hopkins University.
But Bush administration officials insisted that the limited aid package
was an important first-step in rewarding Yeltsin for what he has done and
in helping to prime the pump for private investment.
"The first thing that has to happen is they have to stabilize their economy and stop the decline. This package will help them do that," said
Treasury Undersecretary David Mulford.
Experts noted that the Russians are expected to use their first IMF and
World Bank funds to buy oil and gas drilling equipment in an effort to
lialt a steep slide in that critical area of the Russian economy.
Beyon4 that, officials said the aid puts a Western seal of approval on
Yeltsin's reforms and should help attract the private investment that is the
real key to overhauling the Russian economy — provided Yeltsin keeps
Moving to a free-market economy.
—there isn't enough money in the world to solve the Russian problem
or the problems of the other republics, if they don't reform themselves,"
said Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady. "If they reform themselves, people will invest."

I Just drop us a line...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with tile
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers'will not be published.) The Murray Ledget & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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TV meetings are the new vast wasteland
me_p_repant, although we have tried
repeatedly, so I haven't been able to
have one. If you are elected president,
what will you do about this?"

"Welcome to another in our series
of electronic town meetings with
presidential candidates. We will be
taking questions from members of our
studio audience and at our affiliate
stations around the country. Let us
begin with the first question."
"Thank you. My name is John, and
I am gay. My question is this: If you
are elected president, will you become
gay? And if not, why not?"
"That is a very good question,John.
At the present time, I have no plans to
become gay. It is not that I disapprove
of gayety. However, I believe that as
president my first priority should be to
get this country moving again. As you
know I am married. And I would like
you to know that I have discussed this
with my wife, and she has said that if I
should become gay, she will be
supportive of my gayety, as well as
yours."
"The next question will come from
our Chicago affiliate."
"Uh, my name is Harriet. I have six
children, and they refuse to eat their
breakfasts or do their homework or
clean up after themselves or take out
the garbage, and they get in fights
over what to watch on TV. It makes
my life very difficult. If you are
elected president, what will you do
about this, because I am running out
of patience?"
"Yes,that is a serious problem, and
I have given it a great deal of thought.
When I am elected president, I will

come to your home and carry out the
garbage and help your children with
their homework. I will also make
French toast for your children. I have
found that children love my French
toast for breakfast. And I will try to
mediate an agreement on a TV program they can all enjoy."
"And now to our affiliate in
Tampa."
"Hello, my name is Mary. Many of
my friends have call waiting on their
telephones,and I think it is really rude
that when I am talking to them and
another call comes in, they put me on
hold and leave me there while they
talk to the other person, and I don't
even know who the other call was
from or what they are talking about. I
don't know what's happening to this
great country of ours when your own
friends put you on hold like that, and
what will you do about it?"
"Yes, that is an issue I have been
looking at. I believe we have the
technology to make it possible for you
to stay on the line and listen to what is
being said and even to join in the
conversation,and I will propose legis-

lation that will require the telephone
companies to make this service available to everyone free of charge."
"The next question comes from our
studio audience."
"My name is Bill, and this morning
when I combed my hair, I noticed a
dozen hairs in my comb and I looked
close and saw a tiny bald spot starting
on the top of my hair. The thought of
getting bald really bothers me. What
is your program for that?"
"A fine question, Bill. As president,
I will make finding a cure for baldness
a top priority. I believe we have the
scientific know-how to make it a
fundamental right that every man,
woman and child has a full head of
hair, regardless of race, creed, sex or
national origin, as the Founding
Fathers intended, or why else would
they have worn powdered wigs?"
"And we go to our affiliate in
Toledo for our next question."
My name is Lydia, and I believe in
the right of a woman to have an
abortion on demand. I would like to
demand an abortion, but my boyfriend and I have not been able to get

"Well, I hope that you will not be
offended, but I believe in straight talk,
so I will not mince words. I believe
very much in individuals taking responsibility for their own actions. Sot
think that before we pass laws regarding your situation - and I am very
sympathetic - you have a responsibility to try to resolve this problem by
finding a new and capable boyfriend.
Remember, individual initiative is
what made this country great."
"And our final question comes
from Los Angeles."
"Yeah, I'm Bob. Well, you know,
there are times when I just don't feel
good. Like I get up in the morning and
go to my job and I think, what a drag.
And I finish work and I hang out and I
think, this is a drag, too. And I notice
that a lot of people don't like me,and I
don't care, because I don't like them,
either. And the weekend comes and
it's only two days long and you can't
really do nothing in two days. I mean,
you spend one day unwinding and the
next day getting ready to go back to
the same drag. So how come
weekends are only two days long,and
what are you going to do about it?"
"An excellent question, Bob,and it
deserves careful study. Meanwhile,
would you consider being my running
mate?"
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Hospital honors Reed with tea
Betty Reed, of 315 North 5th
Street, Murray, was a mainstay at
MCCH for 16 years as the day shift
switchboard operator. On June 23, a
retirement tea was held in her honor.
Betty's smiling face was seen and
pleasant voice was heard by thousands of people during her years at the
hospital. She was often the first
person that many people came in
contact with at MCCH.
"Betty always left people with a
good impression," says administrator
Stuart Poston. "She's a pleasant person — always helping others and
displaying friendliness. When the
hospital started the Out of the Ordinary employee for the month program
several years ago, it was fitting that
Betty was the first recipient!"
At the retirement tea, Poston presented Reed with a Hamilton mantel
clock on behalf of the hospital. Reed
also received a floral arrangement and
the traditional blue, gold and white
retirement cake from the hospital
adorned with the MCCH logo.
Recent MCCH retiree and former
business office manager Lola James
was Reed's supervisor. "Betty did a
great job for the hospital and always
handled every situation appropriately," James said. "I do recall one
time when we were having a problem
with an obscene caller. Betty just told
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BETTY REED
the person,'Oh my, you are sick! Let
me give you the name of somebody
that can help you.' That person never
called again as far as we know!"
Asswitchboard operator, Reed also
helped with test calls and emergency
responses to subscribers to Lifeline,
the emergency response button that
elderly individuals can wear at home.
"I can say that many people are
alive today because of Betty's quick
actions and her persistence on getting
help to people whose Lifeline alarms
sounded at the switchboard," said

Album to benefit institute
studying violence, children
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — An
album benefiting a Louisvillebased institute that studies violence
and children will feature an assortment of big-name women recording
artists.
"Till Their Eyes Shine: The
Lullaby Album" is due out July 14
on Columbia Records. It's a fund
raiser for Voiceless Victims, a project of the Institute for Intercultural
Understanding that studies the
effects of violence on children.
"To have the largest recording
company in the world agree to do a
non-profit album for a Louisvillebased non-profit organization, I'd
say that's pretty remarkable," said
Jan Arnow, the institute's director
and founder.
"At the very best, we'll make all
the money we need for the program," she said. "At the very least,
we won't make a cent, but everyone will know who we are and
what we're doing."
Ms. Arnow and country music
star Rosanne Cash came up the
idea of a benefit album about a
year ago.
"I had a very strong feelings it
needed to be multicultural and
multi-generational and that whatever we did needed to reflect the
issues in the project," said Ms.
Arnow, a Louisville writer, photographer and educator.
Ms. Cash contacted other women
artists who might be interested in
donating their time and royalties
for a benefit album. She had no
trouble getting enough women to
fill a record.
In addition to Ms. Cash, the
album features Dionne Warwick,
Emmylou Harris, Mary ChapinCarpenter, Gloria Estefan, Carole
King, Maura O'Connell and others
singing lullabies, nearly all of
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which are original.
"I really wanted to do it with
just all women and have it as
something that was very nurturing,
very simple, kind of an essence of
motherhood thing," Ms. Cash told
The Courier-Journal in a telephone
interview from her New York
home. "What's more nurturing
than a mother singing her baby a
lullaby?
"I think there's an incredible
amount of power in that kind of
feminine force (of a lullaby) that's
really underestimated and goes
unnoticed a lot. That's where the
true power of the universe is."
Ms. Cash said she wanted to be
involved with Voiceless Victims
because the project draws attention
to the need to break the cycle of
violence by teaching children at an
early age the importance of accepting conflict and diversity and how
to resolve their differences in a
nonviolent fashion.
"I feel really strongly about
children being taught cultural
diversity at an early age so they
don't grow up racist, sexist, full of
hatred," Ms. Cash said. "... It just
makes so much sense. I'm a
mother. Obviously, children's
interests are very important to
me."
Originally, Ms. Arnow considered collecting traditional lullabies
from around the world, but they
were simply so violent as to be a
contradiction of Voiceless Victims'
very essence.
They were "very violent lullabies about 'Don't cry, I know your
father doesn't have any legs
because he was off in the war, and
you're probably going to die anyway, and I know there's no food.'
They were incredibly depressing,"
Ms. Arnow said.

Ruth Eversmeyer, Director of Volunteer Services.
Reed said she has truly enjoyed her
years at MCCH. "I would have
worked longer, but my doctor advised
me to take care of some shoulder
problems I have," she explained. "I'll
drop by to visit from time to time. I
plan to spend time with my seven
grandchildren and visit my mother in
Mayfield."
Reed has three sons and a daughter.
Richard, Paul and Steve all reside in
Murray. Her daughter, Pat Cheatum,
lives in Lynnville.

A Hearing Aid That
Automatically
Reduces
Background
Noise!

Ground Beef

$89°

Slab Sliced

Bacon

$690

Pork Steak

$1290

Pork Neck Bones

$29°

Fryer Leg Qtrs.

$29°

Pork Feet

$290

Lettuce

3I

Head

Home Grown

Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal.

Tomatoes
Lb.
•
Libby's
Wylwood

Introducing
GENESISTM
Automatic
Signal Processor

Tomato
Juice

Peaches
29 oz. Can

46 oz

Now Available in
In-The-Ear Hearing Aids
•Automatically reduces
background noise
•Enhances speech reception
in noise
•Enhances sound quality
Call today to see if you can
benefit from this revAutionary
new hearing aid circuitry!
—With This Coupon—
•Free Hearing Test
•$50 Off Price Of
New Hearing Aid
•30 Day Trial

Offer Void After 7/31/92
For Appointment
Call (502)753-8055

STONE•LANG
HEARING AID CENTER
206 S. 4th, MURRAY
•• •

00 Oit /00,s7
Movie and Pizza Party!

Flour

Chunk or Bite Size

og Food
20 Lb

Woodmen of The World Calloway County Youth Lodges
Hazel, Murray & Kirksey

49

Saturday, July 18
11:30 a.m. at PARS

Pepsi Cola

Movies To Follow At
Batman* and Pinnochio

Sparkin

*All children attending this movie must have
written permission from parent.

Bleach

Don't Forget The Summer
Youth Camp For
Calloway County
July 27-31

2 Liter $
Products

1 09 14

Pepsi Cola
12 Pk. Cans
3.09
-.55 Coupon

$254

-44
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MURRAY TODAY
Pets o week available at Animal Shelter

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
A New Murray Singles Group will have events on Saturday, July 11.
Some of the group will meet at 5 p.m. at Pete's Riding Stables at Kenlake
State Park. At 7 p.m. the group will meet at University Church of Christ
to go to Jane Bruce's house for an ice cream supper. All singles are welcome to attend. For more information call Celia, 753-6078 or Joan,
759-1345.
t

These four animals are mailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Sunny," a male neutered Golden Retriever; "Bridgette," a female black and white Cocker
Spaniel; "Ralph," a male Silver Tabby, seven weeks old; and "Daisy," a female small Terrier mix. Animals who do not find homes must be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m., Monday, Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call
759-414i.

Laryngectomee Group will meet
Laryngectomoe Support Group will meet Friday, July 10, at 4 p.m. in the
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is open to all
interested persons. For information call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist,
or Ann Ingle, R.N., at 762-1100.

Lovett-Martin reunion on July 11

Members win first places

Local Support Group
expresses appreciation

The Lovett and Martin family reunion will be Saturday, July 11, from 3 to 8
p.m. at North Calloway Elementary School, located on North 16th Street
Extended past Poor Farm Road. A potluck meal will be served at 4 p.m.
This is for all relatives and friends of the late Bob Lovett, the late Mable
Kirkland Lovett, and the late Kitty Martin Kirkland. For more information call
Sally Rogers, 753-6911.

Teen Tennis on Friday

By MEMBER
Self-Help/Support Group

This is written on behalf of the
entire membership of the Murray!
Calloway County Support Group
for the Blind and Visually
Impaired.
The group would first like to
extend a great big "Thank You!" to
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and Murray
Lions Club for recognizing the support group and extending the invitation to the group for participation
in the 1992 Freedom Fest.
The members raised funds
enough to provide transporation to
Opry Land U.S.A. at Nashville,
Tenn., before the season's end and
some money for following through
with other local fund-raising
endeavors.
The group hopes to grow and
help provide assistance to others
with varying types of special
needs.
Secondly, the support group
expresses appreciation to all

towsi

.adam
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Two members of the Murray Woman's Club won first place honors in
the contests by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs at its
recent meeting. Hazel Hill, left, won first place and blue ribbon for
her painting shown here. Joyce McKee!, right, won first place for her
short story entitled "The Holly Tree Christmas." Gerry Reed, president of the Murray Woman's Club, said she was delighted to have the
two members win these honors at the state meeting. Also at the state
meeting the Chorus of the Murray Woman's Club, directed by
Margery Shown, was featured on the program.

MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway
Mayfield

Every Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.

Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537
•

Murray/Calloway County businesTeen Tennis Play will be Friday, July 10, at Murray Country Club. This will
ses and residents who contributed
the matierials for the booth, With- be from 9 to 11 a.m. for all levels of play. All members are invited to
out which a booth nor fundraising participate.
would not have been possible.
Sponsors were Blalock-Coleman Bingo played each Friday
Funeral Home, Pat Paschall/Jailer
Bingo is played each Friday from 8 to 10 p.m. at the.Bayview (Sailing
of Calloway County, Storey's,
Piggly Wiggly, Calvin Clark of Club) building at Kenlake State Resort Park. This is sponsored by the
West Main Chevron, Wal-Mart, K- Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee, and the public is invited.
Mart, Coast to Coast, Murray State
University Book Store, Blood Riv- Elm Grove Church holding revival
er Baptist Association, Paul Sasso,
Elm Grove Baptist Church is holding revival services through Thursday,
Ellis Popcorn, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, Murray Home & July 9. The Rev. C.C. Brasher, former pastor of Elm Grove and now pastorBriensburg Baptist Church in Marshall County, is the speaker for serAuto, Cine Theater, Linda Parker, ing
vices at 7 p.m. each evening. Donald Smith will direct the music. The pasEast Y Grocery, Frame Village, tor, the Rev. David Brasher, invites the public to attend.
Twin Lakes Office Supply, Vernon's, Ross Insurance, ATCOM,
KATS Network, and all the ladies 50 Plus Aquatics planned
who donated baked goods.
The 50 Plus Aquatic Exercise,
by Murray Family YMCA, now
Members of the group expressed has three classes on Wednesdayssponsored
and Fridays at the swimming pool at the
thanks to each of these sponsors. Carr Health Building, Murray State University. These are held on the two
And lastly, a "self-pat-on-the- days at 8:30, 9:30 and 10:30 a.m. The sessions are one hour long. The fee
back" goes to all the group mem- is $25 for YMCA member and $30 for non-member. For more information or
bers who brought the booth to register call the YMCA office, 759-9622 or 759-9699, or visit the office in
the
Community Center, lower level, from 9 a.m. to noon and 1 to 4
together at the designated time and p.m.,Weaks
Monday through Friday.
place. With a little sighted assistance, the group worked Very hard
YAG event planned Thursday
to make this project a success.
Yes, the drawing, the grand
The Young Actors Guild will meet Thursday, July 9, at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's
finale, did occur. The Zebco fish- for pizza before the dress rehearsal
of "Romantic Comedy at the Playhouse
ing rod and reel, the 8 quart Cole- in the Park. YAG will pay for drinks and tips. Transportation will be provided
man cooler, and the ice cream to the Playhouse and home. Members need to check this column, Jo's Datefreezer were raffled off to Bobby book, and calendar the week preceding each new Playhouse production to
Perry, Jimmy Perry and Roy see what night YAG will be attending the dress rehearsal; or call the YAG
president, Mike Robinson, at 753-6786.
Donelson in that order.
will
be
meeting
group
next
The
announced. Those of you who are Williams Chapel services this week
interested or know someone who
Williams Chapel Church of Christ, located on Highway 94, west of Lynn
could benefit from attending the
group meeting at the Annex of Cal- Grove, are holding gospel services each night at 7:30 through Friday, July
loway County Public Library, can 10. Lexie Ray, formerly of Murray, now minister of Camden Church of
Christ, Camden, Tenn., is the speaker for the service. Mr. Ray and his wife,
contact Glenda Carroll at 753-7694 the
former Zann Patton of Murray, their daughter and son-in-law, Karyn and
during day or John Glisson at Mike Kozel of Nashville, Tenn., and Mike's mother, Mrs. Ruby Kozel of Per753-1161 during the evening.
ryville, Ark., all recently returned from a tour of England. The public is urged
to attend the services, a church member said.

Two births
announced

Ema mm Elm
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Kaitlyn Sarah Danci Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. William (Bill)
Johnson of RL 5, Benton, are the
parents of a daughter, Kaitlyn Sarah Danci Johnson, born on Wednesday, June 3, at 7:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
seven ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Michele Tonia Henson. They have
two sons, Christopher, 8, and
Brent, 6. Grandparents are Glynn
and Joan Henson, Benton, Gene
and Patricia Johnson, Hardin, and
Vadin Elliot, Grafton, Ill. A greatgreat-grandmother is Mrs. Ruby
Jones of Benton.
Kyle Grayson Jones
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Darell
Jones of Paris, Tenn., are the
parents of a son, Kyle Grayson
Jones, born on Monday, June 15, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 11
ounces. The mother is the former
Jocelyn Clarise Cox. Grandparents
are Lebearon and Lillie Jonesof
Cantonment, Fla., and Hugh and
Ruth Cox of Paris, Tenn.

IM=M MIMI =In 11=11 MI= IMMO NMI IIIMM =NI III NMI

Oaks' Stag Night Thursday
Men's Stag Night at Oaks Country Club will be Thursday, July 9, at 5:30
p.m. Tim Holloway, George Oliver, Bethel Richardson and Z.C. Enix will be
in charge of arrangements. Members may call the pro shop to sign up for
the event.

Country Club dinner on Friday
Murray Country Club will have a dinner on Friday, July 10. The menu will
be 8 oz. filet mignon, baked potato, salad, vegetable, roll, dessert and
beverage. The cost will be $12.50 per person with serving from 7 to 8:30
p.m. Reservations must- be made by Friday noon by calling 753-6113.

Crouse reunion planned Saturday
The annual Crouse family reunion will be Saturday, July 11, in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The event will be from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. with a potluck meal to be served at noon. All family members
and friends are invited to attend.

Spann reunion planned Saturday
A reunion of the descendants of Cross Spann and Ada Lampkins Spann
will be Saturday, July 11, at 5:30 p.m. at Kenlake State Park Lodge. All family members and friends are invited to attend.

Williams reunion planned Sunday
Descendants of the late Charlie and Laura Williams will have a reunion on
Sunday, July 12, at 2 p.m. at the home of Jimmy and Vickie Geurin. This is
the homeplace of Elisha and Vera Williams. A potluck meal will be served.
All family members and friends are invited to attend.

Blood River plans Bible School
Blood River Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible School starting
tonight (Wednesday) and continuing through Wednesday, July 15. Classes
for age three through the 12th grade will be from 6:30 to 8:30 each night.
For transportation call 753-5400.
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Mayfield reunion planned
The Alumni Association of Mayfield High School will host the sixth annual
reunion at the school on Douthitt Street, Mayfield, on Saturday, July 18. The
reunion will begin with a time to get reacquainted, followed by a program of
special recognition of designated graduating classes. This year 1982, 1972,
1967, 1962, 1952, 1942, 1932 and 1922 will be honored. Also during this
time four outstanding teachers will be recognized and honored. Following
the program, a barbecue buffet will be served. The fee for the lunch, plus
membership to the association, will be $8 per person. Checks may be sent
to Mayfield High School, 700 Douthitt St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
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Trevathan wins honors

BPW to hear Stockard

John Kimble Trevathan, formerly
of Murray, is the recipient of several honors given recently.
He is working toward an MFA
degree in Creative Writing at the
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala., while serving as a graduate assistant to the Director of
Creative Writing, College of Arts
and Science.
Trevathan received the Hackney
Literary Award in a statewide competition for short fiction at the 12th
Annual Writers Conference held in
March at Birmingham, Ala. He
received a $150 cash award.
His appointment as a Graduate
Council Research Fellow in the
Graduate School of the University

The Rev. Raponzil (Ra) Stockard, campus minister and assistant
minister of First United Methodist
Church, will be the guest speaker
at a meeting of Murray Business
and Professional-Women to be held
Thursday, July 9, at 6:30 p.m. at
Homeplace Family Restaurant,
Highway 121 North, Coldwater
Road.
Her subject will be "Non Traditional Professions for Women."
All members and interested persons are invited to attend.
Rev. Stockard began her duties
here in Murray on June 14. She is a
single parent of three children, Elizabeth, 10, Carroll, 7, and Paul
Erskine, 4.
Her educational background
includes a Bachelor of Science
degree from the School of Business
Administration of Christian

of Alabama for the 1992-93
academic year was offered in recognition of the record he has established in his academic career and in
recognition of the potential of his
proposed research. This appointment carries a stipend of $8,500.
Trevathan also received a
stipend of $1,200 from the Presidential Graduate Fellowship Fund
established by the Board of Trustees, University of Alabama, for
those Council Fellows who plan to
pursue a graduate degree in preparation for a career in teaching.
Trevathan is the son of Ben and
Margaret Trevathan, Locust Grove
Church Road, Murray.

Celebratin • irst birthday

The Murray Magazine Club is observing the Bicentennial of the Commonwealth. As part of this observance, Dianne Watkins, pictured second from left, presented the program on June 25 at a luncheon meeting at Kenlake Hotel. Pictured are, from left, Lois Sparks, program
committee chairman, Mrs. Watkins, Alene Knight, pianist, and Norinne Winter who presented the devotion.

Special program given
for the Magazine Club

Aimee E,I4e,Rankin will observe her first birthday on Thursday, July
9. She is the daughter of Cpt. and Mrs. James J. Rankin and sister of
Ashley, 6. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cowart of Kirlcsey
and Mr. and Mrs. J.0. Rankin Jr. of Flora, Miss. She will celebrate
her birthday with a party on Saturday, July 11, at the home of her
grandparents at Kirksey.

CALENDAR
Wednesday, July 9

Wednesday
)July 8

Oak Grove Baptist Church prayer
meeting and Young Peoples'
Class/7:30 p.m.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Business meeting/7 p.m.
and Weekly Workers/8 p.m.

Memorial Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m. and
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Christ.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Teen Bible College at Crouch
home/5:15 p.m.; Library open/6:15
p.m.; Prayer meeting/6:45 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 8A)

1992 KEEPSAKE
ORNAMENTS
ARE HERE!
Choose from Keepsake
Miniatures, Magic
Motion Ornaments and the New Series and
Continuing Series for '92!

The Murray Magazine Club held
an open luncheon meeting at Kenlake Hotel at noon on Thursday,
June 25, with 60 members and
guests attending.
In the absence of the president,
Edith Noffsinger, the vice president, Lois Sparks, conducted the
meeting following lunch.
Mrs. Sparks serves as chairman
of the program committee which
had arranged a special treat for this
time.
The guest speaker was Dianne
Watkins, a native Kentuckian, and
associate professor at Western
Kentucky University, Bowling
Gree, where she is Education Curator of The Kentucky Museum.
Using skills garnered through
her graduate degree in folk students
from Western Kentucky University,
she enjoys fieldwork and writing
profiles of Kentucky's people. She
has published numerous articles.
Prof. Watkins is a member of the
Kentucky Humanities Resource
Center Speakers Bureau and in
keeping with the program theme of
the club this year, Kentucky Literature, her topice was "Hello Janice
— The World War II Courtship of
Janice and Henry Giles."
Her program included a slidetape presentation on the sense of
placa in Mrs. Giles' work.
The novels of Janice Holt Giles,
long noted for their regional and
historical accuracy, grew in part
from her marriage to Kentuckian
Henry Giles. that union and the
couple's eventual settling near
Henry's boyhood home in Adair
County, Kentucky, provided the

source and inspiration for Janice's
earliest books and influenced much
of her later writing. Hello Janice is
the story of how their marriage
came about.
It all began on July 12, 1943,
when Janice boarded a Greyhound
bus in Louisville, Ky.
At the first stop, Henry Giles,
then a young soldier heading for a
Texas army camp and eventually
wartorn Europe, sat down beside
her.
Conversation that began easily
blossomed into friendship during
the long journey, with promises at
parting to write.
Neither realized at the time that
their chance meeting would end in
marriage or that Janice, with Henry's support and often collaboration, would become one of Kentucky's leading novelists.
"Hello Janice: It was nice of you
to write to me..." began the first of
many letters that flowed almost
daily from Henry in the 822 days
between their meeting and their
eventual reunion.
These wartime letters, skillfully
selected by Dianne Watkins, offer
an interesting portrayal of a significant time in the life of Janice Holt
Giles before she became one of
Kentucky's best loved novelists.
Alene Knight, pianist, presented
a program of piano selections
before the speaker. Norinne Winter
charmed the audience with selections from Kahlil Gibran's "The
Prophet."
The next meeting will be Thursday, Sept. 24, at 2 p.m. in the home
of Edith Noffsinger.

Post 6291, Veterans of Foreign
Wars give memorials to library
The Herman Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States recently presented money to the Calloway
County Public Library.
Funds will be used for books for living memorials for two members,
Thomas Tapp and Billy C. Lamb, who died recently.
Tapp served with the Fifth Army in Europe in World War H and Lamb
served with the 11th Armored Cav in the Korean Conflict.
Stephen Durbin, commander of Post 6291 presented the money to Ben
Graves, director of the library, who said the funds will be used to purchase books of the large print type.

On Display Now!

SERVICE NOTES
ARMY SGT. FRANKLIN D.
BRAY JR. has arrived for duty at
Fort Bragg, Fayetteville, N.C.
Bray, a respiratory specialist, is
a 1984 graduate of Marshall County High School.
He is the son of Franklin D.
Bray Sr. and Jane L. Powell, Rt. 9,
Benton.
His wife, Rachel, is the daughter
of Eddie H. and Molly A. Newman
of Ri 2, Calvert City.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports-Patio Enclosures
'CertainTeed
'Wolverine
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warrenty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P 0 Box 1064. Murray, KY 42071
(502)753-0280

When it comes to skin care it's never
too early - or too late- to get started.
Call for your free lesson today. 753-6926

MERLE

noRmAn.STUDK)

We know how beautiful you can be.TM

Bel-Air Center

Your MAILING Headicarters Just
Became Your SHIPPINJ Headquarters
Bring uswhatever it isthat you need to ship and welldothe rest. We provide
the boxes,tape, bubble-wrap or whatever it takes. That's right, we do the
packaging for you! And if your item is
already packaged, that's 0.K, we
can ship that also. Automated Direct
312 Main Street
Mail is an authorized pick up location Murray. Kentudiy 42071
for UPSand Federal Express.Come
seethe mailing and shipping experts!

Automated
753-8887

1-10x13, 4-8x 10s, 4-5x7s,
20 wallets, 12 All- Occasion
Caption Portraits, 19 Keepsake,
Mini-portraits and a Portrait
Identification Card

60fr$1295
Even More Big Portraits!

Portrait Identification Cord
8888888
We Will Gladly Match Any Lower Priced Offer.
5 DAYS ONLY! WED., JULY 8 - SUN., JULY 12
ALL AREA K MARTS:
Wed.-51110 cm.-7 p.m. On Sunday from Store Owing to Ons Hour tailors Closing.
MURRAY
Customer Satisfaction Guarantee
We .J:ue your patronage and guarantee your ;omplere
sotrsfactoon Call toll free 1800-438-8861

11$11101401i1

This is your personal invitation to hear
the Gospel of Christ preached at

Coldwater
Church
of Christ
GORDON SMITH
Gadsden, Alabama

JULY 12-16
SUNDAY SERVICES
Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:15 a.m.
Evening 6:00 p.m.

(—Layaway For Christmas—)

Brothers University, Memphis.
Tenn., a Master of Divinity degree
from Memphis Theological Seminary, and course work in psychology for a Masters level program
from Bethel College, McKenzie.
Tenn.
In addition to serving as the pastor -of three churches in the Paris
District of the United Methodist
Church for the last three years,
Rev. Stockard has been serving as
a Vocational Instructor for the Carroll County Developmental Center
at Huntingdon, Tenn. In this position, she planned and taught developmentally delayed adults the
necessary job skills that enabled
them full employment. She also
worked with businesses and industries in the two communities of
Huntingdon and McKenzie in the
placement of these adults in the
proper work environment.

20% OFF
GREAT PERM SALE

Sale once effectlye through Saturday.
July 25 Percentage oft regular pores

SERVICES NIGHTLY at 7:30

READMORE
Chestnut Hills
759-9758 - -

JCPenney
Styling Salon

Bring your Bible!
A Warm Welcome Awaits You

BOOK-s-CARD 4it

•
y:gamy,

Song Director
Larry Wisehart

Regular Minister
Kenneth Jarrett./

7-- 3E7— IT
,
/,
1992. JCPenney CO,pj

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759-9811

-
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Students resent recital

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Comenience Now Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money.
m•F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- T p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hw

641 N.

Olvmpic Plaza

UPS

753-2380

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODYS PRICE
ft raM
FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

CASH DISCOUNTS
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
SAME DAY DELIVERY
NO WAITING FOR CALL BACK

LAKE REGION PROPANE GAS
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

Piano students of Dot Mason presented their annual program for
parents and frriends in the Recital Hall Annex of Price Doyle Fine
Arts Building, Murray State University, on Sunday, May 17. The
program included music from Bach to Bartok, and several renditions
of the Suzuki "Twinkle Star Variations" performed by the newest
members of the group. Pictured, from left, front row, Adam Yezerski,
Holly Fuqua, Sam Trevathan, second row, Kristen Farmer, Matthew
Yezerski, Richard Blalock, Bryan Hughes, Angela Rowlett, Amy
Meloan, back row, Whitney Price, Stacy Schroader, Nathan Hughes,
Robyn Dick and Erica Rowlett. Not pictured are Jessica Norsworthy
and Melody Parker.

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 7A)
Thursday, July 9
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.

Wednesday, July 8
Overeaters Anonymous for
beginners/5:1 5 p.m. and
regulars/5:30 p.m., both at Ellis
Community Center.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.

Thursday, July 9
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m. and Adult
Exercise/5 p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Teen Bible College of First Baptist
Church/6 p.m.

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.

•

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine,a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:"Th,epatient and
any other person responsible for payment hate right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which Is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

759-11I8
Dr. Dennis L. Reskatt
Chiropractw
Center
Chiropractic
Heskett
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

Young in Hearts Class/10:30
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ.

Youth Bible Study at First Christian Church/5:30 p.m.

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?
Today's Doctor ofChiropractic mustcomplete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic
board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C.in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award,and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson,Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. If you have hesitated visiting a chiropractor,perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
J Back Pain
0 Headaches
U Painful Joints
J Neck Pain
0 Arthritis
D Shoulder Pain
D Stiffness
D Bursitis
0 Arm/Leg Pain
D Numbness
D Hip Pain
D Cold Hands/Feet

FREE

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women/7 p.m.

National
Scouting
Museum/open/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

TOPS KY #469 at MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce/6 p.m. and 7 p.m. Info/
Pamela, 753-7638.

Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
p.m.

Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal and Select
Masters/7:30 p.m./Masonic Hall.

Land Between the Lakes' events
include Oxen Training/2-3 p.m.
and Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Earth, The
Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitor Center; Deer Up
Close/10 a.m., Snakes and
Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up close/2
p.m., Red Wolves and Coyotes/3
p.m. and Hawks and Owls/4
p.m./Nature Center.

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior , Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.

MURRAY
TODAY

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.

Dr. Melvin Henley, right, spoke at a meeting of the Murray Lions
Club. At left is Alvis E. Jones, club member.

Lions hear Dr. Henley
The Murray Lions Club heard a
timely presentation by Dr. Melvin
Henley, chairman of the Chemistry
Department at Murray State University, at a recent meeting.
Dr. Henley discussed "Solid
Waste Management and Future
Trends in the Region" at the meeting at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Henley said that solid waste
management was not a new issue.
Persons living in ancient times
including Bronze Age Troy had to
deal with similar issues. They did
not have plastics and the plethora
of chemicals in the waste stream
today, but they did have the garbage of the day wich which to contend. The garbage of that age was
left on the floor or street. They
then brought in dirt to cover it, not
unlike the solid land fill areas in
many municipalities today.
The people of ancient Troy were
studied by investigators who dug
through the debris of subsequent
ages.
Henley educated the group as to
the unique vocabulary of the Garbage World. He discussed municipal solid waste, biodegradable plastics, and more.
He also shared many trends of

the Garbage World. Solid Waste
increased after Christmas each
year. It is estimated tha there are
three pounds of waste generated
per person per day in America
today. This may be contrasted with
the past, when only 1,200 pounds
of coal ash was generated per person per year.
Henley said Americans generate
1/3 less garbage than Mexicans
because of packaging material. He
said "we consume more packaged
vegetables and fruits, but do not
generate the rind and the pulp
waste that natural whole vegetables
and fruits generate after preparation and consumption."
The speaker said determination
of site and issuance of permits for
operation of land fills are much
more difficult in America today
due to the social and psychological
concerns that citizens have. People
want to get rid of their garbage but
not in their locality.
Current problems with fixed
costs and liabilities, prohibit community size organizations from
operating landfills.. It takes large
population areas to recuce the per
captia fixed costs to workable
amounts, Henley said.

Hospital report given
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Tuesday, July 7,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Coltharp baby girl, parents, Kim and
Brian, At 1, Box 140, Sedalia.
Dismissals
Hubert Tucker, At. 1, Farmington;
Leo Smith, HC Box 220, New Concord; Johnnie Robinson, 711 Goodman St., Murray;
Mrs. Jean Kennedy, 1510 Cardinal,

Murray; Mrs. Donna Jean Norsworthy,
Fit, 7, Box 173, Mayfield;
James Burton, At. 4, Box 200, Benton; Mrs. Ernestine Henke, At. 7, Box
133, Mayfield;
Keenan Mayfield, At. 8, Box 933,
Murray; Mrs. Lillian Dunn, E-1 Southside Manor, Murray;
Larry Gene McCarty, Rt. 5, Box
1076, Murray; Walter Schroader, 1644
Olive St., Murray;
Miss Melissa Gail Hill, At. 1, Box
606, Dexter; Miss Stacey Parrent and
baby boy, 82 Joey Dr., Cadiz.

Harris Grove Club meets

Ross Insurance Agency

T

hilishe

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

Sizzling Summer Specials
Wed. July 8 - Sat. 11th
NEW!
Patio Panels $5299

wow X 84L

Members of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club are pictured at a
luncheon meeting held June 10 at Paris Landing State Park. They
are, from left, Lurlene Wilkerson, Anna Lou Jones, Sherry Edwards,
Hattie lee Galloway, Margaret Taylor, Obena Hale, Maxine Nance,
Martha White, Lynda Cooper, Myrtle Jones, and Kathryn Ray. Not
pictured is Photographer Quars Honchul.

different colors to choose

Entire Stocks

IN;
.r
Pouf valances - 89.99
Wash Clothes Lace Panels - 810.99
Chintz Pillows - $8.99
Select group of

Bedspreads

Shams & Valances 1/2 OFF

10% OFF
Entire Stock

Reeves Drapery Outlet
411 Broadway
Paducah, KY

204 N. Brewer
Paris, TN

118 E. Court
Dyersburg, TN

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken,Food Bar - Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar - Includes Drink
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The "Price” Means Savings!
The"Plus"Means Much More!
tt*SAVE
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Gr-r-r-eat for the Smoker
Frozen 4-7 Lbs. Avg.

„Thurs.,July 9th

TURKEY
BREAST

CITRUS HILL
ORANGE JUICE

1
1
Redeem all 8 coupons ith ones 10 00 purchase
Valuable Kroger Coupon
An Meat

U.S.D.A. Choice Grain Fed Beef
Untrimmed Wholesale Cut

WHOLE
SIRLOIN TIP

12 oz.
can

lb.

1 SIRLOIN TIP
ROAST
lb $2.39

Regular & Diet

Squeezably Soft

Liquid
Dishwashing Detergent

COCA
COLA
—12PACK— 12 oz. cans

CHARMIN
TISSUE
24 rolls

DAWN -ORIVORY
22 oz. bottle

1025D-4531

DECKER
FRANKS
12 oz. package
Limit one with this coupon and SI0.00 additional purchase
Subject to applicable taxes.
LOffer Good Only July 9, 1992.

WITH 55C
ON PACK
COUPON

(LIMIT 2CASES, PLEASE!)
Valuable Kroger Coupon
BUDDIG Brand

1025D-4541

WAFER-SLICED
LUNCHME
ATS
2.5 oz. package
umit two pkgs. at 9< each with this coupon and SIO 00
additional purchase Subject to applicable taxes.
LOffer- Good OralEjulz9, 1992.
'Valuable Kroger Coupon
U.S.D.A. Grade 'A' KROGER

1025D-4551

LARGE
EGGS
dozen
Limit one with this coupon and $10.00 additional purchase
Subject to applicable taxes.
LOffer Good OnlVulz9, 1992.

•
•

'Valuable Kroger Coupon
KROGER

42 LBS.
FULL CASE

White, Wheat, Onion
or Cinnamon-Raisin

SANDWICH
BREAD
24 oz. loaf
Limit one with this coupon and $10.00 additional purchase.
Subject to applicable taxes.
LOffer Good Onlrjulz9, 1992.
'Valuable Kroger Coupon
Oil or Water Packed

1025D-4571.

KANGAROO
PITA BREAD

CALIFORNIA Green

PEACHES -or-NECTARINES

Choose From:
• Chocolate
Chip
• Peanut
Butter

• Ranger
.sugar

Limit one with this coupon and $10.00 additional purchase
Subject to applicable taxes.
LOffer Good Onlyjulz9, 1992.

•

aluabk Kroger Coupon
r
• Quarters

1025D-4581

IMPERIAL
MARGARI
NE
1-1b. package

ea.
U.S.D.A. Grade A
Family Pak

CONTADINA

KELLOGG'S

FRYER LEG
QUARTERS

TOMATO
SAUCE

CORN
FLAKES

111
.

Limit one with this coupon and $10.00 additional purchase
Subject to applicable ta xes.

9

LOffer Good Onlyjulz9, 1992.
'Valuable Kroger Coupon
Mild Medium

1025D-4591

YELLOW
ONIONS
3 lb. bag

.
11tad ina
C
3

8 oz.
cans

lb. bag

24 oz.
box
WITH COUPON BELOW

1111 (

haw

LOffer Good °nixjliis/zaZt. L'12.
'Valuable Kroger Coupon
Shampoo or Conditioner

California jumbo

• Oatmeal
Raisin

STAR-KIST
TUNA
6.125 oz. can

Limit one with this coupon and S10.00 additional
Subject to applicable taxes.

s978

4.

1025D-4561

1025D-46011

WHITE
RAIN
15 oz bottle
• Limit one with this coupon and S $000 additional purc hase

Subject to applicable taxes.
LOffer Good OnIzjulz
.9, 1992.

( EXPIRES MLA, 14. 1492 )

Splendors te ottoman Sultans

M E M

KELLOGG S

CORN
FLAKES

H IS

ITEMS AND PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE
JULY 8TH THRU IULY 14TH, 1992.

Murray, KY

Ng
OXIPON

24 oz. box

Grand Exhibition Hall — Memphis Cook Convention Center
April 15th • August 16th Information
T ke
e lMemphisl
ir8ig7V 2
1 util
g
89
7°
77:

99.,

• woos Cam*,
04 ...114••••••••••
.

L

oad

0111111/11111 INN•MR. NI COON .111
r
MCP* WWII tliaz
"ye •• as,••••• a.
S Awn owed* or vow
•••••IP.,40.•
eol••• •.,1114 sac se ••• •••
••••• •••el"1.41- a,w'VS

aid, at 10tOGER

l h
11.
3 00
(

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO
DEALERS. COPYRIGHT 1992. THE KROGER CO.
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State police recapture
two shotgun escapees
HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky State Police recaptured two
men who allegedly escaped 18
hours earlier with the help of a
shotgun-wielding accomplice.
Officers found Dennis Wilson,
25. cf Harlan, and Wallace Saylor
Jr., 20, of Wallins, attempting to
hitchhike along Interstate 75 in
London. The two were arrested
around 4:40 p.m. EDT Tuesday and
lodged in the Laurel County Jail.
pending return to the Harlan County Detention Center.
Also Tuesday, Harlan District
Judge Phillip Hamm set bond for
James Potter III, 21, of Cawood, at
$50,000 full cash after Potter
pleaded innocent to helping the two
escape. Hamm scheduled a preliminary hearing for Monday.
Police said Potter entered the
Harlan County jail around 10:30
p.m. EDT Monday and demanded
the other two men's release. Depu-

ty Jailer Charles Fee said one of
the three duty officers went outside
the control room to get a drink of
water.
"The suspect pulled a shotgun
on him and told him exactly who
he wanted and where they were,"
Fee said.
Wilson was awaiting a trial date
on charges of murder, arson, burglary and robbery, Fee said. Saylor
had already been sentenced to 10
years in Tennessee on a breakingand-entering charge and was awaiting an Aug. 6 trial in Harlan County on theft, burglary and fugitive
charges, Fee said.
Potter was arrested shortly after
the incident and charged with firstdegree escape, promoting contraband in the first-degree and three
counts of first-degree wanton
endangerment, police said. He was
being lodged in the detention
center.

Cabinet awards contract
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Tourism Cabinet
awarded Creative Alliance a twoyear. $3.2 million contract for its
recommendations for stretching the
state's advertising dollars.
The campaign will involve television, print and radio spots, and
may include some international
ads.

HOG MARKET
Fesieral.State Markel Sews S.c,4cc Jul, A, 1991
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Mirka Report Includes 3
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 464, Est 154 Barrows
Gilts .51 Lower Sows 1.11141-1.341 Loeser
644341-45.1141
US 1-2 2341-254 ihs.
US 1.2 211.434
643.011-44.40
US 3-4 114-214 tbs.
Sows
S 1-2 211.350
441-34.041
US 1-3 3444444
634 1141-341.54
US 1.3 441-525 lbs.
LS 1.3 525 and up ----------5.34.441-31.44
521.10-21.01
US 2-3 310-511
Boars 527.541-21.1141

Tourism Secretary Crit Luallen
said the Louisville company
pitched fresh ideas and suggested
innovative ways to extend the
Tourism Cabinet's advertising
budget, which was cut $900,000
this year to $1.6 million.
Although the state doesn't know
how many tourists visit Kentucky
each year, a 1989 national survey
estimated that about 392,000 foreigners visited Kentucky that year.
Most were from Canada, but some
were from Asia — partly a
response to the fact that 70 Japanese companies now call Kentucky
home.
Tourists last year generated a
record $5.3 billion for the state,
making tourism Kentucky's thirdlargest industry, Luallen said.
Luallen will be in Murray today,
attending a reception at the Chamber of Commerce office at 5 p.m.

15% Cash Discount
on all prescriptions
7,rRcE
1'r-soup-nom
'Computerized Records '
*Medical Claims ServiceK7nzty
*PCS • Medimet
•BC-BS • Paid State Aid
*Health & Beauty Items

HOLLAND DRUGS
Bob Dunn
R.Ph.

109 S. 4th St.

753-146

Compare My Rates
On

Medicare Supplements
Group & Individual Health
an
McNutt, AM

Also •Life Insurance •Nursing Home

753-4451
407 Maple St.

Purdom, Thurman
& McNutt

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

D&W Auto Glass Shop
512 S. 12th St., Murray

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

Obituaries

Al Dunning
The funeral for Al Dunning was
today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Burial was in Saratoga Cemetery in Lyon County.
Mr. Dunning, 63, Calvert City,
died Saturday at 11:01 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Frances Dunning; one daughter,

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th ()leach
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Isitierray Ledger & Times

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.N(AP)
— A twin-engine plane crashed
shortly after leaving the Bowling
Green-Warren County Airport early
Monday, killing a newlywed couple from Minnesota and the husband's son.
They were identified as Dr. Bernard Jung, 44, the pilot; his wife,
Cathy, 45; and his son, Michael,
10, all of Alexandria, said Pat Thomas, media spokesman for Bowling
Green police.
"The engines screamed like
Her husband, Charles Henry Ferthose
planes in World War II
guson, died in 1967.
movies," said witness John Graff,
Survivors include one daughter, a co-owner of Gra-Tac Heating and
Mrs. Helena Mae Ferguson Lotz, Cooling, one of the two businesses
Murray; one son, George Alexan- the six-seat, propeller plane just
der Ferguson, Huntington, N.Y.; missed. "It was just
four grandchildren; four great- 'weeeeeeahhhh' and 'whomp."
The Piper Seneca narrowly
grandchildren.
missed residences and businesses,
crashing near a heavily traveled
airport perimeter road. Vaporized
fuel billowed out like fog from the
wreckage, but the airplane never
caught on fire.
It could take Federal Aviation
Administration officials months to
edge of the gray gravel parking lo, determine what happened. "There
are red and green channel buoys. was no radio traffic once the air"We try to make the training as craft left the airport. There was no
realistic as possible," Clark said. indication of any problem," ThoA simulated-concrete lock wall mas said.
is almost finished on the barges'
He said several witnesses who
port side. The wall will be lighted saw the plane reported "the
and painted just like the real one at engines were going strong they last
nearby Kentucky, Smithland and time they saw it. Then they heard a
Barkley darns. School organizers thud. There was no fire and no
shot for more realism than they explosion."
got, Clark said.
Phillip Givens, a shaken PST
"We hoped to have a pilot house Vans truck driver from Tallulah,
with searchlight and radar. We also La., who witnessed the crash, said
wanted to put an exhaust stack on
top of the classroom building, but
the money ran out," Clark said.
Even so, the white trailer-turnedtowboat has "running lights" and
a concrete "hull."
"We were going to name it the
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — A
'Bill Huston,' tongue-in-cheek,
Native American toddler from Kenanyway," Clark said.
Huston, secretary of the state tucky who wandered away from a
Workforce Development Cabinet, Fourth of July fireworks show may
established the towboat school in have been kidnapped, police said.
Investigators began searching for
1987 when he was principal of
Kentucky Tech, a state vocational J.J. Bringsplenty, 3, of Fort Campschool in Paducah. The Purchase bell, on Saturday by helicopter and
Training Center is a branch of Ken- on foot.
Initially they feared he fell into
tucky Tech.
the nearby Cumberland River,
When Huston heard some barges which flows through downtown
had run aground in high water on Nashville, and drowned.
the Mississippi River near HickNow investigators are concenman, he agreed they'd be great trating on a report that a man was
teaching aids for the Hickory seen Saturday night driving a car
school.
with a small boy seated beside him.
"When the water went down,
"We don't know if it's the right
there was no way they could get child," Homicide Sgt. R.V. Smith
them back to the river, so they said Tuesday. "There were probabstarted cutting them up for scrap," ly 30,000 people out there with
Clark said.
small children after the fireworks
Huston arranged for four were over."
Youth Guidance Capt. Valerie
35-foot-wide barge ends to be
Meece
said investigators were
trucked to Hickory where they
looking
for
a cab driver who may
form
a
were lashed together to
"tow" in front of the towboat have given a ride to the man who
called a cab company Saturday
classroom.
"He inspired us and boosted us night needing a cab for his wife
and 3-year-old son.
all the way," Clark said.
The driver was described as a
white male in his late 20s or early
30s dressed in a sleeveless, faded
shirt and blue jeans. He was driving a four-door, blue Ford Granada.
"There's no reason to think it is
connected, but this is one of the
Since his surrender shortly after things we're checking," Meece
the December 1989 U.S. invasion said.
of Panama, Noriega has received
Bringsplenty was separated from
Red Cross visits and treatment his legal guardians between 9 p.m.
accorded to a POW under the and 9:30 p.m. Saturday. Millie and
Geneva Convention.
Aaron Yelloweyes last saw him at
Noriega was convicted April 9 of the Victory Memorial Bridge where
eight drug and racketeering counts they had been watching the
carrying a maximum sentence of fireworks.
Police spokesman Don Aaron
120 years. U.S. District Judge Wilsaid
investigators don't think the
liam Hoeveler has set sentencing
boy's biological parents took the
for Friday.
toddler. The mother lives in CleveProsecutors are recommending a land, Ohio, and the father in South
long sentence. They had no immediate comment on the POW issue Dakota.
Investigators were considering
Tuesday.
using a bloodhound to check the
river again, but Meece said she
doesn't think the toddler is in the
water.
Trackers did not find any evidence that the boy may be in the
water, and aerial searches did not
find any proof that a fall might

Mrs. Madge Ferguson
Private graveside services for
Mrs. Madge Ferguson will be at
Murray Memorial Gardens.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is
in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation will be scheduled.
Mrs. Ferguson, 98, of 1512
Johnson Blvd., Murray, died Tuesday at 1 a.m. at her home.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
Bp•ry Craig
HICKORY, Ky. — The two veteran towboat skippers could hardly
believe their eyes.
Stuck at the edge of a grassy
field on U.S. 45 in Hickory, a good
20 miles from the Ohio River, was
a quartet of steel barges. The rivermen pulled their cars off the fourlane highway and stopped for a
closer look.
"One of them wanted to know
who was building barges so far
from water," said Jack Clark.
"The other one asked,'How'd they
get here? The water didn't get this
high in the '37 flood.' "
Indeed it didn't. Nor is there a
boat yard in Hickory, a tiny community in northern Graves County
whose main waterway is a mostly
dry branch of Mayfield Creek. The
barges are an outdoor classroom
for future river deckhands.
"We train close to 100 people a
year," said Clark, an instructor at
the Purchase Training Center's
deckhand school.
Clark admits the barges might
look like the unhappy result of the
worst wrong turn in the history of
Ohio River navigation.
"They're a head-turner out on
the highway," Clark said.
Clark and Jim Arnold, both veteran rivermen who began as
deckhands, teach indoor classes
behind the barges in an old doublewide trailer modified to look like a
towboat. The brown-painted barges
have been shortened to about 25
feet.
"Real barges are 195 to 200 feet
long and that might pose a problem," Clark said. "Two barge
lengths would put us out over the
highway."
Students, clad in orange life preservers, practice heaving ropes and
wiring barges together with heavy
steel cable just like deckhands do
on the river. Ahead, stuck in at the

the Piper dove nearly straight down
at full throttle until it crashed.
Givens was backing his tractortrailer at Siding Sales Inc., next
door to Gra-Tac, when he noticed
the plane.
"I saw the plane coming straight
at me," he said. "I ducked and
then it crashed into a million
pieces. It wasn't but 15 feet from
my bumper."
The crash came so close that flying debris nicked Givens' finger.
Thomas said it was impossible to
determine whether Jung was
attempting to return to the airport
at the time of the crash, about 8:20
a.m. CDT.
Cathy Jung was originally from
Bowling Green and the three had
been visiting family over the
weekend.
Dr. Jung, an oral surgeon, had
met his future wife, then Cathy
Mayes, in Bowling Green in May
1991 through a mutual friend,
another oral surgeon who lives in
Bowling Green. Last November
they got married in Las Vegas.
"It was just a honeymoon story.
They thought the world of each
other," said Dr. Dennis Harnish,
an Alexandria dentist and friend of
the family.
Before takeoff, Jung filed a
flight plan that would have taken
him to Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and
then back to Alexandria, Thomas
said.
Jung began flying about 18
months ago, said Scott Nelson, a
pilot with Alexandria Aviation in
Minnesota, where Jung took flying
lessons.

Disappearance called kidnapping

Attorneys say sentencing
violates POW standards
MIAMI (AP) — Sentencing
Manuel Noriega to a federal prison
violates international standards on
the treatment of POWs, the ousted
Panamanian leader's attorneys say.
And such a sentence could open
the door for other countries to treat
U.S. prisoners of war the same
way, said a defense sentencing
memorandum made public
Tuesday.
The memo contends POWs may
not be placed in federal penitentiaries, but instead should be held
under conditions similar to those of
the captor nation's own troops in
the region.
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Mrs. Donna Durden, Hopkinsville;
three sons, Lyndon Dunning,
Calvert City, Roger Dunning, Bossier City, La., and Tommy Dunning, Illinois; three stepsons, Steve
Hood, Calvert City, Gary Hood,
Ballston Spa, N.Y., and Doug
Hood, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Ruth Burnham, Princeton; 11
grandchildren.

Three die in twin
engine plane crash

II
DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR. MARY BOLTON

1

have taken place, Aaron said.
Officers also have been talking
with homeless people who stay by
the river without any luck.
In vest men s Since 1851

Stock Market
Report
Prices as ol 9 AM
1Price

Company

Chg

Dow Jones Ind.
DJIA Previous Close........3295.17
Air Products-.-.............41 1/s - 3/1
A T&
43s/s - 1/1
Bell South
+ 1/s
Briggs & Stratton.-- 483/4 + 1/4
Chrysler
- 1/4
Dean Foods.....—.-.-......-27 - 1/s
• 1/4
Fisher
+ 1/2
Ford Motor.—............421/2 • 1/s
General Eleciric..-.-.....757Is - 1/4
General Motors-...........4014 - 1/2
+ 1/4
- 17/s
Ingersoll
• 1/1
K-Mart...........................217/1 + 1/4
+
Kroger
L G & E.........321/4 . 1/s
McDoiial
- 11/s
J.C. Penney.....--.-.-....69s/s + 1/1
Peoples
33'/aB 341/2A
Quaker Oats
11/.
Schering-Pioug11-.-.-....551/4 + 'is
Texaco..............—..........633/s +
Time Warner....-.........1111/4 5/1
• 'is

Lyons Is

a mazammaaar in this stock.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Our

HIWARD
LYONS

Ins c•tmunt Is

I,11.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Geo, Inc.

Specializing in medical and surgical

1991
Metro
l'5;soo_

correction of foot disorders.

1500

Announcing Extended
Office Hours:
Open Until 7 p.m.
On Wednesdays
Bel Air Center S. 12th Street, Murray, KY

Blue, great m.p.g.

1-502-753-0666

Hwy. 641 South, Murray

I

753-2617
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PROGRAM CARS

Humanely
Speaking

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
White with blue leather, 14,000 miles.

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Silver with dove grey leather, 13,000 miles.

1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
White with burgandy cloth, V-6 engine, 14,000 miles, full power.

1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
Callm8a)
: Co.
Humane Society

Dark grey with burgandy cloth, V-6 engine, full power, 11,000
miles.

1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Ciera
with persistent patience and love.
Overall, cats make desirable pets.
They are alert, dignified, affectionate,
easy to care for, adaptable to any kind
of home or location, and clean by
nature.
The animal shelter at 105 E. Sycamore Ext. still has an abundance of
adult cats and kittens ready for adoption. It is fun for a family with young
children to have a kitten grow along
with them, However, there is much to
be said for the time saving choice of a
grown cat which, while possibly set in
its ways, will have been trained and
housebroken. The choice of sex must
also be addressed. A female cat makes
a gentle pet, while male cat is usually
more vigorous and lively. Whatever
the choice, all cats should be neutered
regardless of sex, and regular visits to
the vet should be incorporated in their
care.
Some cats found homes last month.
Others are waiting, so visit the shelter
and pick out a purring friend.

White with grey cloth, V-6 engine, full power, 11,000 miles.

1991 Oldsmobile Calais Sedan
9,000 miles, automatic, white with grey cloth.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Sedan
On Saturday, June 27, Upward Bound held its annual Mr. and Miss
Upward Bound Pageant at the Robert E. Johnson Theatre in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Crowned Mr. and Miss Upward Bound were
John Stubblefield and Anjeanette Thomas. Stubblefield is the son of
John and Phyllis Stubblefield of Almo; Thomas is the daughter of
Raymond and Nannie Thomas of Columbus. First runner-up went to
Paulo Grubbs and LaKesha McEwen, both of Paducah. Second
runners-up were Philip Driver, son of Ricky and Vickie Driver of
Benton and Renee Hornbuckle, daughter of James and Raye Horn.
buckle of Murray. Project Upward Bound is an educational program
funded by the Department of Education in Washington, D.C. and has
been helping students academically in the Jackson Purchase area for
the last twenty-six years.

Smith named chair
KBT President Jack Fish said the
region and state are fortunate to
have Smith's involvement and
leadership in efforts to get transportation improvements for the
region.
"There is no one in the region
who has a better understanding of
the economic and social importance of an adequate transportation
system," said Fish.
Counties in the region include:
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Crittenden, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston, Lyon, McCracken,
Marshall and Trigg.

8,000 miles, full power, dark garnet red, with red garnet cloth.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta Coupe
Quasar blue, V-6 engine, power windows, automatic, 9,500
miles.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta Coupe
Maui blue, V-6 engine, power windows, 11,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Corsica LT Sedan
V-6, automatic, NC, 14,000 miles.

1992 Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan
Automatic, 12,000 miles, A/C.

1992 Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan
Automatic, 9,500 miles, A/C.

1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT Sedan

You need Quality Care

Rep. Rex Smith, Grand Rivers,
chairman of the Kentucky House
Tourism Development and Energy
Committee, has been named regional chairman of Kentuckians for
Better Transportation.
KBT is a statewide transportation alliance that includes in its
membership industry, business,
chambers of commerce, local governments Ind development agencies. KBT's membership also
includes represenatives of all modes of transportation — air, highway, public transit, rail and
waterway.
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Upward Bound pageant

Cats await adoption
Although June was officially nationwide Adopt A Cat Month, there
are still many faithful feline friends at
the shelter awaiting loving homes.
Probably dogs will never lose their
status as man's best friend, but cats are
rapidly becoming our most poplar pet
choice. Whether the pet of the household is a cat or a dog depends largely
on personal preference of the owners.
Some of us are cat persons and some
are dog persons. Either way, we
surely are loved by and receive great
rewards from our choices.
Probably cats have gained in popularity because of changing life styles
We no longer look for a mouser in the
barn, but rather a quiet presence in the
condo, which needs little more care
than adequate food and water and a
clean litter box. Love and affection we
lavish upon our felines is more than
generously returned as long as we
understand the diffemece between the
furious joy of a welcoming dog and
the sedate purring and rubbing of an
equally joyous cat.
By instinct dogs and cats react
differently, a point which must be
understood to truly appreciate either
animal. Dogs, being pack animals,
will do almost anything to earn approval from their pack leaders (their
human owners), but cats have such
instincts. A stem word of disapproval
to a dog will likely cause him to look
ashamed and penitent, but his feline
counterpart will probably stare insolently and saunter out of the room.
This, however, does not mean that
cats cannot be trained to bahave and
fit into a family situation. As will all
animals, training is accomplished
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4 cyl. automatic, white with red cloth.

Call

Richard H. Stout, M.D.

1991 Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan
11.000 miles, automatic, burgandy with grey cloth.

ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
Pediatric & Adult Patients
Our specialized practice is dedicated to the diagnosis &
treatment of asthma, hayfever, sinus, cough, insect allergy,
skin allergy & food allergy.

502-753-7451 or 800-756-5551

1991 Chevrolet Camaro RS
Dark red metallic, red cloth, automatic, 6 cyl. engine, 30,000
miles, clean

1991 Pontiac Sunbird LE Convertible
14,000 miles, med. blue metallic with white top, full power.

Hwy. 641 N.- Murray
Cell and inquire about our now inventory of aliergy supplies.

Daily Pollen & Mold Count: 1-800-756-4AIIt

1991 Dodge Shadow
2 door coupe, 5 speed, 1-owner, new car trade.

1990 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

CELEBRATE..•
12.

Gal.
WeatherAll' Flat Acrylic Latex
House Paint K 351 643 Fe

• Superior All-Weather Durability
• Rich Matte-Flat Finish
• Stain 8 Fade Resistant for a
Fresh Look Longer
• Easy Soap 8 Water Cleanup
• Complies With Environmental Air
Quality Standards
WeatherAll• Exterior 011 Primer
improves topcoat adhesion seals new or
weathered surfaces x 220 '96 F2 16.58 Gal.

1.98

WeatherAll' Siliconized Acrylic Latex Caulk.
4-58 K 3111 230 F12
White. 105 oz
'Reedy-mixed colors 8 wheel
Custom colors ebghtly higher

White with red leather, 30,000 miles, new cadillac trade,
extremely well cared for.

1990 Mercury Sable GS
36,000 miles, 1 owner, new car trade, silver with red cloth, full
power, nice car.

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Med. blue metallic with blue cloth, full power, local 1-owner, new
car trade.

ST
6,48 . RU"
X-o' Rust Gloss 011Base Enamel beautifies
and protects wood and metal
go-' K 371 •-•3
Colors
Red or Grey Metal Primer
for railings. machinery Ot
382 314442 314 00
6.48 Each

1989 Pontiac Gran Prix
V-6 f
e me, full power, cassette, 1 -owner,
198 Buick LeSabre

new car trade.

Dark blue with blue cloth, 38,000 miles, wire wheel covers, every
option, sharp car.

1988 Dodge Diplomat Salon
White with blue cloth, 318 V-8 rear wheel drive, 52,000 miles.

1987 Cadillac Sedan DeVille

6.68

Aluminum Extonslon Pole adjusts from 4 to
8 8 for added reach 3 '30'2 e

Light beige with beige leather, 60,000 miles, 1-owner, new car
trade.

1Roller
.98 9-In. Heavy-Duty
wre
, cagz
Frame

fastest.
Sprayer is the
Poly Deckstains, cleaners. sealers
application
1.3-Gal.
deck
apply wood
smooth, even
,
easiest way tospray nozzle assures
601,, i 764 toe
purchase
32-in hose
Brass fiat tanpressure tell& Dump Restorer
free with
penetrates to
Sately lock,
't4 Deck
Coating
woodsman. Wood
other
Waterproofing
leather and
masonry
Clear
8.08
wood.
Tru-Seal'
on
moisture barrier
527747 Fe
;4 10.08
K
create a
Gallon cs-,
FOrtnutil.• ,•• 806
surlaces
Compliant
porous Environmentally
V.O.C.

plastic handle

13.88

USED TRUCKS

K 206i 12

6.98

Gal.
Flat Latex House Paint is
a quality exterior latex perfect
for wood brick stucco, etc
Fade resistant and fast drying
formula White 1.24 K 352 V. Fe

4-In. Woodsman'
Stain Brush is top
of the line, K OW 030
2•In. Stain Brush.
K 001 •22 12
2.98

TRU-ms-r:

ANNIVERSARY SAVINGS...TAKE At EXTRA BUCK OFF...

1991 Chevrolet -d1't00 Extend Cab
Red with white, Silverado, 23,000 miles, 350 engine, automatic,
alloy wheels.

1991 Chevrolet S10
Extended cab, 2.8 liter, V-6, 5 speed, 12,000 miles, white with
red cloth, Tahoe package.

1989 Chevrolet Suburban
"TAKE AJV
wR 11117ar

"MSAN
1111111A aver

11888816188 e.•61,6 *song.

Ponial Ills 441441441

441•4

'I 8.98Gallon

13.98

Coupon onpirolloo /Kee poOled
,
UnK,One ceree00. FK/ 18100

Ilmoo,oloo• we,S our err.oro44 46”4 44.44
Coupon omplrollco we pooI40 Owe
urnol Ckio caw PK
,OM.'

•

With coupon
Without coupon 19.96' Gal.
WeatherAll' Gloss Oil House Paint
gives your home a smooth high -gloss
finish and all weather protection K 775373
• ...ft.._
oolo coop.aeon moo,woe
Vece.

111111? COUPS,'

•Gallon
With coupon
Without coupon 14 91 Gal
Woodsman'Semi-Transparent OilBased Deck Stain. New expanded
11 641 646
custom color assortment'

I SIMI ANNIVERSAMY PAINT COUPORI

38,000 miles, beige with brown cloth,Silverado package,6.2 liter
diesel.

I
IMO AN
I BMA War

w amoral
,

4411nvdiallx

ihwere Oh ammo 444 44144 40.44464

A

18.98Ori

)or FAuntici

1989 Jeep Cherokee Laredo
Four wheel drive, 44,000 miles, dark blue with grey cloth.

•

Gigl

With coupon
Without coupon 19 99' Gal
Gloss Polyurethane Floor Enamel
resists weather traffic repeated washings
Inferior exterior formula White
• piy2.-36
_-__S..0111. ammo maw,408ner.
4
•
44,
Ur.* Ono ooupooOw"Won
.WWien KEY 0861.6 In NOM Kee sorer. e•
UMW.

mom

[Ufa ANNIVIIIR1111/ PAINT COVPON

1988 GMC K1500 4X4
Blue and silver, Sierra package, chrome wheels, 1 -owner, nice
truck.

1986 Chevrolet S10
2 5 liter automatic, air, 63,000 miles.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
972 Chestnut St.
753-2571
Hrs.: 1111-F 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-5:00

-

''Whatever ft Takes, We Want To Be.Your Car or Truck Company."

NIP
CHEVROLET PEPPE
Geo
orn•1

GOO Tyson Ave • Hwy 79S • MIT'S, IN
101C1SMCOle
642-3900 .1-800-325-3229
• •.... •

doolor axonlivo4 4o1,411,1 I,Am*.

•

•

rr
'
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Ws:

Prices Good
July 8 thru
July 14

COVVIE11141

M•Th, 8 a.m..1 pm.
Fri, & Sat. 8 am .8 pm,

Fmc.c.ait
,
04.ee _,
,r4m, gexad,
eteia

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

Deli 3H_3t819ne

We Accept Food Stamps • We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

1

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
U.S. Choice
PEARL ANN RUTHERFORD

Rutherford
given business
manager post

Round Steak
1 49
E Monterrey

Pearl Ann Rutherford of Route
I, Almo has been promoted to business office manager at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
succeeds Lola James who recently
retired.
Rutherford has worked at the
hospital for 18 years. She first
served as account payable clerk
and later added general ledger
duties before assuming the role of
business office supervisor.
The business office at MCCH
employs 37 people in such areas as
admitting, patient account representive, date processing, payroll,
collections, accounts payable and
financial affairs.
Rutherford and her husband,
Robert have a daughter, Denise,
who is a senior research chemist
for the 3M company in Minnesota.

EARN
6.50%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE CUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
($5,000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU
4•-

INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Grogan
1 Lb

Bologna

Bacon
$1 39

1 Lb.

Boneless $1.69 lb. Sausage
$ 59

40 oz

I

Owens Best Family Pack

U.S. Choice Boneless

Beef
Sirloin Tip Roast Ground
3-4 Lb.
39 Sweet
Pineapple
ddenberry

Dole

Juice

Relish

46 oz

9

Wieners
$ 49

$299

Lb

Seaboard Farms Frying Chicken

U.S. Choice Boneless

Legs or Thighs

Rump Roast
S039
Peanut

69!

89?

Bg Cheif

ir
m Lb.

Butter
18 oz

929
$ 1 19

Drug can cause
life-threatening
unusual heartrate
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Food and Drug Administration said
today the maker of Seldane, an
antihistamine sold by prescription,
is sending a strong warning to doctors that the drug can cause lifethreatening abnormal heartbeats.
The FDA said the drug poses a
particular danger if taken with
Nizoral, an antifungal drug, or the
antibiotic erythromycin. The agency said Nizoral, known generically
as ketoconazole, interferes with the
way the body metabolizes Seldane,
thus allowing it to build up in the
bloodstream.
Use of Seldane with either of the
other two drugs "must be avoided," FDA Commissioner David
Kessler said in a statement.
The agency also warned that the
drug posed a risk to people with
liver disease or those who take
excessive doses of it.
Seldane is prescribed for people
with seasonal allergies.
An irregular heartbeat in the past
has been listed among the possible
side effects of the drug, especially
if an overdose is taken. The warning being sent out by the manufacturer, Marion Merrell Dow Inc., is
stronger than the ones used in the
past.
It was being sent in a Mailgram
to 600,000 doctors, nurses, pharmacists and others in the health
care field, the FDA said. The company also is preparing a leaflet to
be distributed to patients who take
the drug. •
The FDA said people who take
the drug and feel faint, dizzy or
have heart palpitations should contact their doctor. People who have
taken the drug before and had no
problem are unlikely to develop
one now, the agency said.

Lb.

Burritos

Eckrich Reg. or Thick

Oscar Mayer
Reg. or Low Salt

Charmin

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

Flav-O-Rich

1/2% Milk
$ 1 79

8 Pk. 16 oz.

Bathroom Tissue

0

+ Dep.
$ 1 69

4 Roll Pkg.79

American Ace

Kraft Treesweet

Coffee

Orange Juice

13 oz.

$ 139

Blue Bonnet

64 oz.

Margarine

2/$ 100

Green Beans

3/$ 100

1 lb.
Stokleys French Style or Cut
Prairie Farm

$ 1 99

2% Milk

gal.

Hyde Park Oil or Water

Tuna

6 oz.

Van Camp

Chili w/Beans

2/10o
79'

15.5 oz.

Sweet ue

Chicken & Dumplings
White House

Apple Juice
Paper Towels
White House

Owens Best
Oven Baked

Owens Best

Baked Ham
$429

Roast Beef
$499

BBC) Ribs
59

Owens Best Storemode
Baked or BBQ

Beans

24 oz.

99'
69'
'
79

Dixie Plastic

Party Cups 16 oz. 25 ct. 79'

$179

Clorox Clean-Up

Bleach w/cleaner

32 oz. I

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

12 pk.$299

Bush's Showboat

Pork & Beans 15 oz.
Red Cross

Macaroni

7 oz

3/$100
3/89'

q
)/
10
°Cligee

Owens Best
Boneless Pit

Lb.

I

64 oz.

Bounty Single Roll

Apple Sauce

19

$169

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb 2 Liter

eli

•

$1
I
24 oz.

1 69

Lb.

$3

Lb.

Amish
Country Side

Eckrich
All Meat

Bologna

0
99! 99

Cheese
Yowl-Baby Swir
Buator-f GRIMMGaren Popper

Lb•

Chiquita
Golden Ripe

Home Grown

Red
Seedless

Bananas

Tomatoes

Grapes

69!. 89c

.

Lb.
California
Iceberg

Large Head
Snow White

3 Lb. Bog
Yellow

lettuce

Cauliflower
$ 39

Onions

5,!„,

790

Lb•
$
4
59

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916

•
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SECTION B
Candy's Communities
KIRKSEY

CANDY MATBERS/Ledger & Times photos

Kirksey is one of the larger communities, located in the northwest corner of Calloway County. Top: A palomino mare and her foal hit the hay
for an afternoon nap off of Hwy. 464. Above: A view of a small lake in
Kirksey is framed by a pine tree. Middle: 'Remember the Alamo,' the
Tabers family, formerly of San Antonio, Texas, now residents of Kirksey, remembered the historic site when they constructed this look-a-like
replica over a year ago. Far right: A silhouette of feed mill worker Craig
Tabers as he sweeps grain into an underground compartment.

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

759-1144

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Duncan Hines

Pepsi, Diet _Pepsi
Mt. Dew

Chocolate Chip Cookies-

$1171.,
$1167 I Pepsi, Diet

49On
With
CouponBagCarton

12 Pk.
12 Oz. Can

idL

Pepsi,

Mt. Dew.

64 oz. Bottle

U.S. #1 White

Field Chestnut

Heinz

Bacon

Ketchup

R

Potatoes

SI 27
NC Pb $I27
$,,..
14
32 oz. VINE
Bottle

1 Lb.
Pkg.
Blue Bonnet

r•

Margarine

10 Lb
Bag

Cabbage
Yellow

Sunlight

Home Grown

Dishwashing Ligliid

Tomatoes

4.71
4

Onions

•

•

1 Lb.
Pkg.

27: c_
30t

Lb.

Lb.

Lb.

1
WE,

•

•
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SPORTS
Vincent set for another battle;
Chicago Cubs taking next shot
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer

Aasocisted Press

Baseball commissioner Fay Vincent is still, "in the bunker," as he readies for yet another legal battle with
a disgruntled franchise.

NEW YORK — Every time he
does something, Fay Vincent gets
slammed by some owner.
"Another day here in the bunker," he said Tuesday with a smile
as assistants kept coming in and
out of his office.
An hour earlier, the Chicago
Cubs announced that they had filed
suit in federal court to block Vincent's realignment ruling, joining
the list of teams angered by his
decisions. Be it the division of
expansion money, George Steinbrenner, labor relations or realignment, some teams invariably aren't
happy.
"In baseball, you can't do anything that will get universal
approval," the 54-year-old Vincent
said. "I suppose it's always easier
not to do things. I don't think
that's the job. I'm not looking for
issues. This issue came to me. I
didn't invent this one."
Vincent took over as commis-

sioner for a 41
/
4 -year term after the
death of commissioner A. Bartlett
Giamatti, his close friend, in September 1989. Almost immediately,
Vincent was faced with a World
Series interrupted by an earthquake
and a lockout that threatened the
1990 season.
The day the lockout ended,
March 18, 1990, the investigation
of Steinbrenner's payment to
gambler Howard Spira began. The
New York Yankees owner agreed
that summer to what amounted to a
lifetime ban.
Then came the two-day umpires'
strike, the decision to uphold a
five-game suspension of Roger
Clemens, the decision to give
American League teams $42 million of the National League's $190
million expansion money, the
60-day suspension of Atlanta outfielder Otis Nixon, the sale of the
Seattle Mariners to a Japanese-led
Committee, Vincent told owners to
stop their acrimony. Many praised
the speech, which came on the
closing day of the quarterly meet-

Cardinals team up to sting ailing Padres 6-3
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Sometimes
this season it seems like Ray Lankford, Felix Jose and Todd Zeile
were carrying the St. Louis Cardinals' offense all by themselves.
But the Cardinals have started
getting more of a team effort as
evidenced by the 10 runs they've
scored in the last two games after
scoring just four runs the previous
60 innings.
"The last couple of days it's
been a combination of everybody
contributing to the team," Lankford said after driving in three runs

with a pair of doubles in St. Louis'
6-3 victory over the San Diego
Padres on Tuesday night.
"What we need is for the middle
of our order to be hitting. If one
guy doesn't get the job done, we
can still have a threat with other
guys."
Andres Galarraga was 3-for-3
with an RBI double while Jose and
Bernard Gilkey added run-scoring
singles to help send the Padres to
their fourth straight loss.
"I'm more relaxed and more
selective," said Galarraga, whose

batting average rose to .204. "I'm
getting better pitches, and that's a
big thing for me. I have better concentration, too. It's not always
easy, but it's coming back."
The six-run output was the most
for the Cardinals since a 6-1 victory over the New York Mets on
June 20. It also was the first time
in 16 games that they scored more
than four runs.
"The way we were going, just
two runs would've made our bats
seem alive," Cardinals manager
Joe Torre said. "Four runs and six

runs are terrific."
in 4 1-3 innings.
Donovan Osborne (7-4) allowed
"We needed a good effort and I
three runs on eight hits in 5 1-3
went out and threw four innings.
innings to earn his second straight That's just terrible," said Benes,
victory after going six starts with1-4 in his last nine starts.
out a win. Lee Smith pitched the
"I had bad location and I didn't
ninth to reach the 20-save mark for
make good pitches. I give them
the 10th consecutive season.
credit for hitting it. I felt that in my
"My goal each year is to stay
last four or five games I gave us a
healthy, and I'm feeling my best chance to win, but tonight I didn't
this year," Smith said. "If I'm do that. That's frustrating."
healthy, everything else falls into
The Padres were led offensively
place. I just try to be consistent." by Darrin Jackson, who went
Padres starter Andy Benes (6-7) 4-for-4 and hit his 10th home run
surrendered five runs on eight hits (Cont'd on page 3)

Financial breakdown illustrates
huge disparity in NFL paychecks
$33,000 and two assistant PR guys after a 1-15 season. There is
— the ones who work 12-hour nothing in Dallas' payroll sheet to
days, got $23,000 and $20,000 indicate that Jerry Jones, the team's
MINNEAPOLIS — So you want respectively.
owner and the man who said he
to go to work for an NFL team.
By contrast, there is Norman
was in charge of everything "from
An NFL team might want you. Braman, owner of the Philadelphia socks to jocks" took any salary.
But unless you can run a 4.4 Eagles, who in 1990 paid himself
Example II: The Buffalo Bills
40-yard dash or bench press 350 $7.5 million. That's the same year came within a point of winning the
pounds, it's not about to pay you. that his coach, Buddy Ryan, was Super Bowl in 1990, losing to the
The NFL's financial breakdown, the lowest-paid in the league New York Giants 20-19 when Scott
released Tuesday in connection despite two straight playoff appear- Norwood's last-second field goal
with the players' antitrust suit ances — $298,000 was his salary. attempt went wide right. But Coach
against the league, demonstrates
Overall, the figures showed that Mary Levy was the fifth lowestthat while players, coaches and the NFL, often pictured as a model paid coach in the NFL, earning just
big-time executives do well of uniformity and conformity, under $323,000, and general manaenough, lower-level employees emerges in its financial records as ger Bill Polian, who rebuilt a
often work long hours and get low 28 separate corporations with 28 franchise that in the mid-80s won
pay for the right to hang around separate — and often unique — just eight games in three years, had
big-name athletes.
ways of operating.
a listed salary of $296,000.
One of the league's top public
For example, the highest-paid
Teams provided material that
relations directors, for example, coach in 1990, Dallas' Jimmy varied from the copious to the
earns just $41,000; another gets Johnson, earned $1.433 mullion (Cont'd
on page 3)
By DAVE GOLDBERG

AP Sports Writer

Steinbrenner
may be back
in spring'93
HACKENSACK, NJ. (AP)
— George Steinbrenner could
be back at the helm of the New
York Yankees after March 1,
1993.
Baseball commissioner Fay
Vincent, who placed Steinbrenner on the permanently ineligible list on July 30, 1990, is
expected to announce the March
1 reinstatement soon, The
Record of Hackensack reported
today.
The Record said the Yankees'
owner has been laying the
groundwork for team changes to
be executed before his official
return to power.
Steinbrenner has compiled a
list of candidates for general
manager to replace GM Gene
Michael, who is expected to be
on his way out soon after Steinbrenner returns, The Record
said. One of those candidates is
ex-Mets manager Davey Johnson, who met recently with general managing partner Joe Molloy, Steinbrenner's son-in-law.
Steinbrenner wanted to be
reinstated at the end of The 1992
baseball season, rather than early next year, the newspaper said,
but decided pushing for the earlier date wasn't worth the risk of
destroying any agreement with
Vincent.

Asseeisted Press

Former Philadelphia Eagles head coach Buddy Ryan, left, and his
boss, Norman Braman, weren't too close on the team's 1990 pay scale.

ings, but Vincent realizes it won't
immediately bring about a unified
ownership.
"I think the most difficult part
of it is to know you don't have the
support of a group of owners,"
Vincent said. "I think we have a
terrific staff here. I think we're
making progress on a number of
issues. But I realize you're not
going to get recognition for a lot of
the substantive things. They get
lost in the shuffle."
He said much of the infighting is
caused by the financial troubles of
some teams.
"Any time there's severe economic problems, people are
angered, disturbed or make bad
decisions they wouldn't make if
things were better," Vincent said.
His term runs to April 1, 1994,
and the Major League Agreement
says a vote on re-election should be
held with between six and 15
months remaining in his term. For
now, he says any thoughts of reelection are premature.
(Cont'd on page 3)

NBA's Bullets
charge Knicks
with tampering
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Washington Bullets, who have
until mid-July to match a contract offer extended to forward
Harvey Grant by the New York
Knicks, have charged the
Knicks with tampering.
Knicks president Dave
Checketts denied the charges.
"The New York Knicks, in
signing the offer sheet, have
acted completely within the
rules and procedures of the
collective-bargaining agreement
between titc NA and the players association," Checketts said
in a statement.
The Knicks signed Grant to a
reported six-year, $17 million
offer sheet on July I, the first
day clubs were allowed to negotiate with restricted free agents
from other teams.
A hearing in front of NBA
Special Master Ted Clarke is
scheduled for July 14.
The Bullets claim the Knicks
discussed a contract with Grant
and his agent, Jimmy Sexton,
before July 1. Sexton, who was
unavailable for comment Tuesday,reportedly canceled a previous engagement on July 1 and
flew to New York to receive the
Knicks' offer. Sexton also represents former Murray State
standout Popeye Jones, recently
drafted by the Houston Rockets.
The Bullets, who have until
July 17 to match the offer or
lose Grant, are in a race against
the calendar as well as the
league's salary cap.

Situation normal in Cincinnati Sanderson still in trouble
after former aide files suit
By The Associated Press

Rob Dibble gets suspended, Jose
Rijo gets a win and Cincinnati gets
farther and farther in front of the
National League West.
Things look quite normal for the
Reds again.
Cincinnati, which three weeks
ago looked like it was ready to be
chopped up by the surging Atlanta
Braves, appears ready to make
mincemeat of the NL West. The
Reds won their sixth straight game
— and 50th of the year — with a
3-2 vittory over the Chicago Cubs
on Tuesday and grabbed a sixgame lead over the Braves.
The Reds' game with Chicago
was typical of the way Cincinnati's

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 3, Chicago 2
(1)Montreal 4, Los Angeles 1
(2)Montreal 4, Los Angeles 0
(1)San Fran. 8, Philadelphia 7
(2)San Fran. 10, Philadelphia 6
Pittsburgh 5, Houston 3
New York 5, Atlanta 4
St. Louis 6, San Diego 3

been going lately.
Minus shortstop Barry Larkin,
who's out with a toothache, backup
Freddie Benavides hit an RBI double in the ninth for what proved to
be the winning run.
With the Reds ahead 3-1, Ryne
Sandberg led off the bottom of the
ninth with a double and scored on a
single by Mark Grace. Andre Daw-

son's line drive to Bill Doran at
second base doubled off Grace.
Then Kal Daniels beat out an
infield hit but was thrown out trying to reach second, ending the
game.
"That run in the ninth was a big
run for us," Piniella said. "That
was a wild finish."
Things might not be so wild if
Rijo (6-6) can continue to recover
from injures arid pitch like he did
against the Cubs.

Rijo allowed four hits through
seven innings to beat Chicago for
the seventh time in eight career
decisions. The only run he allowed
came in the seventh when Andre
Dawson hit his 13th homer.

Blue Jays making tracks in East;
White's hit in 9th downs Mariners
By The Associated Press
To almost no one's surprise, the
Toronto Blue Jays are starting to
pull away from the pack in the
American League East.
Devon White's run-scoring
single in the bottom of the ninth
inning rallied the Blue Jays past
the Seattle Mariners 4-3 Tuesday
night at SkyDome for their sixth
straight victory.
The Jays now lead second-place
Baltimore by four games and

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesday's Games
New York 2, Minnesota 1
Toronto 4, Seattle 3
Cleveland 3, California 1
Detroit 3, Oakland 2
Boston 3, Kansas City 2, (11)
Chicago 8, Baltimore 4
Milwaukee 4, Texas 3

moved 71/2 in front of third-place
Milwaukee. The New York Yankees are 10 games back.
Pat Borders started the ninth

with a single and Manuel Lee sacrificed him to second before White
lined a pitch from Jeff Nelson
into center field, scoring pinlshrunner Rob Ducey.
"I wasn't looking for anything
in particular. He came in with a
fastball away and I drove it up the
middle," White said. 'It's around
the league that you can't give up
on the Toronto Blue Jays and
think tonight was a perfect example
of a team that won't give up

N-4)

By HOYT HARWELL
AP Sports Writer

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — A
former aide to ex-Alabama
basketball coach Wimp Sanderson charged in a lawsuit that he
struck her when she talked to him
about another woman with whom
he was rumored to be having an
affair.
In addition, the suit by Nancy
Watts said the university and
Athletic Director Hootie Ingram
have condoned harassment and
intimidation of female employees, including demands for quid
pro quo sexual favors.
Watts' suit, filed in federal
court on Tuesday, names Sanderson, Ingram and the school's
trustees.
"Pan of Watts' complaint was
that Sanderson had arranged for
another female employee of the
athletic department but not of the
basketball office, and with whom
Sanderson was widely rumored to
be having an affair, to receive
such benefits," the suit said.
"Watts counselled Sanderson
that he should be more careful,
given the public talk about the
alleged relationship; when she
invoked the female employee's

name, Sanderson went into a rage
and struck Watts just below her
right eye, cutting the lower eyelid
and causing her eye to become
bruised and swollen," the suit
said.
A university spokeswoman,
Dale Allison, issued this statement after meeting with school
attorneys:
"Given the university's immediate and responsible reactions to
Ms. Watts' complaints about her
job environment, we are disappointed and somewhat surprised
this suit has been filet Obviously, the university disagrees with
her claims and intends to vigorously defend itself. We are confident that when all the facts are
heard, the university and its athletic director, Mr. Ingram, will be
vindicated."
Watts said that about r/2 years
before the alleged incident of
March 17, Sanderson had gone to
her home and struck her.
Watts is seeking compensatory
and punitive damages, lost
employment benefits and job perquisites and costs, claiming that
Sanderson's conduct "was
extreme and outrageous and was
beyond the bounds of decency."
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Murray all-star team wins Memphis tourney

Actions & Reactions
LADY CALVERT INVITATIONAL
Joanna Gibbs and Velvet Jones, of Murray, won the seventh annual
Lady Calvert Invitational golf tournament Tuesday at the Calvert City
Country Club. Rochelle Cadwell and Lisa Jarrett, of Calvert City, tied the
winners in regulation as both teams shot an 8-under-par 64. However,
Gibbs and Jones birdied the first playoff hole while the Cadwell-Jarrett
team parred it. Wanda Brown and Mary Bain, of Murray, placed third.

LOCAL BASEBALL
PARK LEAGUE
(Monday)
West Kentucky insurance cruised to a 25-12 win over Cheri Theatres
as they connected on four home runs. Leading West Kentucky was Dustin
Sutton, who slammed a triple and two singles in addition to his home run,
while Adam Glisson had a double, two singles and a homer. Aaron Maddox added a home run and triple, while David Crittenden connected on a
homer. Nathan Jones added a triple, double and two singles for West Kentucky, as Jared Sammons had a triple, double and single. Dylan Volp,
Geremy Harper and Kenny Scott each had a double and three singles for
Cheri, while Joe Dochan added a triple, double and two singles. Brian
Hopkins finished the night with two singles and a double, as Patrick Gradie had a double and single.
'Ryan Milk was a 12-8 winner over Furches Farms in their tournament
game. Ryan Milk was led by Luke Dibble's three singles and Taylor
Narewski with a single and triple. Also for Ryan, Kiel Ward, Justin Sharp
and Walt Garrison picked up two singles; James Williams and Josh Sykes
doubled and singled, and Tyler Murdock doubled. For Furches, Reeves
Lamb and Kyle Braddock each homered and singled, while Brett Nance
doubled and tripled. Greg Wilson also added a double.
*Allison Photography exploded for a 25-5 win over Sigma Chi. Allison
was led by Bryan Kurz (double, 2 singles), Mike Swain (home run, 3 singles), Josh Dunn (double, 3 singles), Jay Boggess (4 singles), Darren
Keel (2 doubles, single) Paul Kurz (triple, single), Dan Mathis (double,
single), Bobby Banks (double, single) and David Purcell (3 singles). Derek
Chandler, B.J. Black and Michael McKinney all had two singles. For Sigma
Chi, Trent Travis, Calib Mathis and Bradley Thornton all had a double and
single.

UPPER DIVISION SOFTBALL
Three games were played in the first round of the girls' Upper Division
Softball Tournament, Tuesday night.
•Hih Burger beat Wisehart Grocery 7-6 in the opener. Jaime Kimbro
brought in the game-winning RBI for Hih Burger, with Shanna Norsworthy
and Tammy Chester picking up three hits. For Wisehart, Kelly Felts had
four hits and Joanna Peck and Jana Herndon each had three.
'Martha's Restaurant won their first round game on Tuesday, beating
Bank of Murray 16-4. Martha's was led by Stephanie Holland with a
home run and two singles, while Lori Wyatt, Kadonna Randolph and Shanna Lamb all had three hits. For Bank of Murray, Marti McClard homered
and tripled, Jamie Pigg homered and Chrissy Whitfield had two hits.
41111 Electric handed Hih Burger a 6-2 loss in Tuesday's final game.
Shannon Williams had three hits for Hill Electric, with Amanda Rowland
and Ashlee Turner each picking up a triple and single. For Hih Burger,
Tammy Chester had two doubles.

MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The Murray 10-year-old All-Stars missed
out on the Freedom Fest at home
on July Fourth weekend, but provided some fireworks of their own
when they swept through the Memphis Cubs Invitational Tournament
on the way to the championship.
With a record of 5-0, the Murray
team out-scored its opponents
66-18 in the tournament and committed only three errors. Playing
three games on Saturday and two
on Sunday, Murray wrapped up the
title with a 13-0 pasting of the
Memphis Central Bulldogs on
Sunday.
Pitcher Lucas Miller threw a
two-hit shutout to pick up the win
with Murray outfielders Michael
Williams and John David Thieke
turning in excellent defensive performances to claim the title.
The offense was led by Ryan
Seay's home run, single and two
runs batted in. Matt "Spanky" Darnell added a double, single and one

RBI, while Williams picked up two
singles to drive in two runs. Jeremy
Weber and Thieke each had one hit
in the final.
The Murray Stars advanced to
the title game with an 18-0 win
over the Memphis Cubs in Sunday's semifinal.
In Game 2 on Saturday, the Cubs
gave Murray its only real scare of
the tournament, but fell 13-10.
In the semifinals Murray's 16-hit
attack and pitcher Ryan Geib's
one-hit, complete game win dashed
the Cubs' chance for an upset in
the second meeting.
Leading the way in the semifinal
game was Matt Keel with four RBI
and Seay with three hits and two
RBI. Josh Harcourt, Cliff Darnell
and Clint Myatt also joined in on
the bashing with at least one hit.
In the first game against the
Cubs, Murray used errorless
defense and excellent pitching to
pick up the win.

Vincent set...
(Cont'd from page 2)
But all in all, he's not worried,
"There is a substantial amount
of support," he said.
Chicago White Sox owner Jerry
Reinsdorf and Steinbrenner have
been his most constant critics. Milwaukee owner Bud Selig has been
critical at times, and Los Angeles
owner Peter O'Malley was
extremely upset over realignment.
Yet no owners are willing to criticize Vincent on the record.
Looking back, the division of the
expansion money probably was his
most controversial decision before

this week. AL teams wanted half
the money, while NL teams wanted
to keep it all — the practice in previous expansions.
"I think a number of American
League clubs are still unhappy with
that," Vincent said. "I think I did
the right thing. I regret that the
leagues didn't decide it among
themselves."
Last week, Vincent was the
object of intense criticism and ridicule in the New York tabloids. He
called in three Yankees officials
before a day game because they
testified against the lifetime ban on
Howe.

Financial breakdown illustrates...
(Cont'd from page 2)
spare — and one team, Seattle,
didn't bother to send any. Some
teams, like the Los Angeles Rams,
siimply listed salaries paid to
"president," "vice president" and
other nameless individuals, including "sports psychologists," to
whom the team paid $98,000 in
1990. "President" turned out to be
owner Georgia Rosenbloom, who
took a relatively paltry $50,000
compared to "vice president,"
John Shaw, who made $704,000.
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The Giants, who won the Super
Bowl that season, paid general
manager George Young $461,000.
Owners Wellington and Tim Mara
each paid themselves $150,000; the
two public relations men earned
about $200,000 between them and
the two video camera operators
earned $108,000,
Young's salary is relatively low
for a man who rebuilt a struggling
franchise and won two Super
Bowls during the 1980s. By contrast San Diego's Bobby Beathard,

Kansas City's Carl Peterson and
New Orleans' Jim Finks each
earned over $I million. All had
made their reputations with other
teams — but only Beathard, in
Washington, had won two Super
Bowls.
Coaches' salaries are often the
strangest. And coaches even get
fringe benefits when they fail —
New Orleans bought Bum Phillips'
house for $364,000 after he was
fired.
Executive salaries are also

inconsistent.
Dan Reeves of Denver has been
well rewarded for being blown out
of three Super Bowls — he earned
S985,000 in 1990. Chicago's Mike
Ditka, who won his only Super
Bowl, earned $759,000 last season
— but like Ryan, ne got a lot more
in advertising and television.
Then there's Jerry Burns, the exMinnesota coach, whose salary
went from $505,000 in 1988, the
year before the team traded for
Herschel Walker.

1
Members of the Murray 10-year-old All-Stars, recent champions of
the Memphis Cubs Invitational, are: (front row, from left) Cliff Darnell, Matt "Spanky" Darnell, Michael Williams, Ryan Seay, Lutac
Miller, John David Thieke; (middle) Josh Harcourt, Clint Myatt.
Jeremy Weber, Matt Keel, Jeff Owen, Ryan Geib; (back) Coaches -Jim "BC" Keel, Randy Darnell, Larry Geib, Rob Seay and Mike
"NBS" Thieke.

SCOREBOARD

"See me for all your family Insurance net'ii
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Rogers 753-9627
CaStonsa (Langston 8-6) at Ceeveland INagy 10 41
635 pm
IAN/auks* (Navarro 9-6) at Texas (Guzman 761
7 35 p m

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Divlion
W
L Pct. GB
Toronto
31
51
622
Baltimore
35
573
4
47
lAlwaukse
531
7'4
43
38
New York
41
41
500 10
Boron
475 12
38 42
Detroit
39 45
464 13
Cleveiand
410 17.4
34 49
West Divertion
W
L Pct. GB
"Annotate
49 33
596
Oakland
48
34
58.5
Texas
45 40
529 5.
Chicago
42 39
519 6'4
Kansas Crry
415 15
34 48
Seattle
33
51
393 17
Cations'
32 50
390 17
Wedneeday's Games
'Annotate (Smiley 8-41 at New York (Perez 8-6)
630 pm
Oakland (Nelson 1-1) at Detron (Lott 5-4) 635
P/
11
Kansas Cry (Fhchardo 3-4) at Boston (1.6ola 7-5).
635 pm
Chicago (Hough 4-4) at Balbrnors (lArtaina 9-3).
6 35 pm
Seattle (Hanson 6-10) at Toront, (Key 5-6), 6-35

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L
Pc-I.
G
Pittsburgh
46
37
554
Montreal
41
41
500 4 ,
St Law
41
41
500 4 •
New York
40
43 .482 6
hicago
39
43 .476 6 ,
PPlad,8.rrlii
36
47
434 10
Wont Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
Cincinnati
50 31
617 —
Atlanta
44
37
543 6
San Dor
43
41
512 8.
San Francisco
40 42
488 10',
Houston
38
45
458 13
Los Angeles
36
46
439 34.
Wedne•day's Game
Cinannee (Beecher 9-6) at Ch•cogo (Bask* 5 5,
120 pm
Montreal (Nableolz 5-6 and Barnes 1-2) at IDa
AngelsPtniad=ais5
c-h.
46anngd666staia
t
Frarmaico,apo:
zos
Sin
et 6-5). 2.35 p m
Houston ("Miami 3-0) at Pittsburgh (Torten 10 r
6 35 p m
New trot (Whtehunsl 1-3) at Atlanta (Glavime
12-3). 640 pm
St Las 10baree 4-41 at San 13e90 (Seruns -;
4-2). 805 pm

)44,4ww•

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Cardinals team up...
(Cont'd from page 2)
of the year while matching his
career high for hits in a game.
The Padres were without third
baseman Gary Sheffield, who has a
sprained middle finger on his left
hand, and catcher Benito Santiago,
who has been out since May 30
with a broken pinkie finger on his
right hand and started a rehabilita-

tion assignment Tuesday with
Class AAA Las Vegas.
"It's too bad the All-Star break
doesn't start tomorrow," Padres
manager Greg Riddoch said.
"We've got some nagging injuries
and could use the time off."
After Jackson's solo homer in
the first, St. Louis took the lead for
good on Lankford's two-run double
in the third. Jose gave the Cardi-

nals a 3-1 lead in the fourth with a
run-scoring single.
St. Louis added two runs in the
fifth on consecutive RBI doubles
by Lankford and Galarraga. The
Padres pulled to within 5-2 in their
half of the inning on Tony Fernandez's run-scoring single.
Si Louis improved to 41-41 and
is tied with Montreal for second in
the NL East

ATTENTION!
'Country Cookins
Days At"

SEVEN
SEAS
Monday
thru
ThurSday
From 4 PM
Mon..

Roast Blitof
Fried ChiCken
Catfish Fillet

Tuis. -

Meat Loaf
B-B-Q Ribs
Catfish Filet

Wed. -

Chicken Livers
Roast Beef
Catfish Fillet

Thur.

Fried Chicken
Meat Loaf
Catfish Fillet

Choice of I Meat
& 3 Veg. $3.50
******

MORTGAGE RATES ARE DOWN

Open Mon Sat 4 pm
Hwy 641 N. 753-4141
Order to go.

SEVEN
SEAS

For Murray and Calloway County
School Athletes

So call Republic,
but don't wait
who knows
when today's
history making
rates will become
history!

Provided by the Murray Independent and Calloway
County School Systems In Cooperation With The
Doctors Of The Calloway County Medical Society
Who Are Donating Their Services.

9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. (Male)
July 11 - Calloway - Football, Soccer
Murray

• Long term fixed rate loans
• Local servicing even after closing
• Finance or refinance
Sally Hopkins — Chief Operating Officer
Kenny Rose— Vice President
(open Saturdays 9 - noon)

FABULOUS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
"SEAFOOD BUFFET

Calloway - Soccer & Golf
Murray - Soccer, Basketball &
Golf

July 18 -

All Other High School
Males

All Other High School
Females & Cheerleaders

July 25 -

All Male Middle School
& Murray Little League
Football

All Female Middle School

OUTPATIENT SURGERY CENTER
AT MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Savings Bank
Ntretirr I fft
12th & Main

Murray,Kentu.
759-1630

& Golf
Soccer, Golf &
Basketball

1 p.m.-3 p.m. (Female)

LOCATION FOR ALL PHYSICALS:

REPUBLIC
r

SPORTS
PHYSICALS

Athletic Competition Health Screening Form must be completed & signed
prior to the examination dates.

ct

I .1k1.11
11011
,
111g
tilde,'

RirtrNt, grotig. husk,am1 tribal:, hi) ••••,.1,,.•,,,,,pante,
Affileated wait Oh
Ragdlast•Benton•Bowling, (reen•illiallsrtlitttm.tts I ran ktort•I e‘titiotto
Istutsvilles MAs.fiekl•Morass othvensborosr.t.11,Kah•Shellw% Ii,-

Forms available at the respective School or Board Office.
For More Information Call
The Principal or Central Office of Respective School

1

Or
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Classified

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found
EMPLOYMENT
060
Help Wanted
090
Situation Wanted
100
Business Opportunity
110
Instruction

010
020
025
030
040
050

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry 8z Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

19u
370
390
400
550

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380
410
540
560
570
240

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Leo'
Notice

IN THE MATTER OF:
Dan Parker, Landlord vs.
Unique Machines and Parts, Inc., Tenant
Calloway District Court
Case No. 92-C-120
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned,
on behalf of Dan Parker, Landlord, will sell to
the highest and best bidder by sealed bid the
following listed personal property which has
been attached by the Sheriff of Calloway
County, Kentucky, pursuant to Order of the
Calloway District Court, Case No. 92-C-120:
1 Red transmission floor jack
1 Blue transmission floor jack
1 Double cabinet snap-on tool box
(Red in color) with contents
Same may be inspected at Key Auto Parts,
Highway 121 South,Murray,Kentucky during
regular business hours until the date of sale.
Sealed bids on any or all of said property
may be mailed or brought to the law office of
Max W.Parker, Attorney for Landlord, at 104
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky during regular business hours. Bids will be opened
on Wednesday, July 22, 1992, at the hours of
10:00 a.m.
The landlord reserves the right to bid on any
or all ofsaid property and to accept the best bid
or combination of bids on two or more items
which bring the highest and best price.
Terms of the sale will be cash within 24
hours ofthe acceptance ofthe bid. The successful bidder shall be responsible for the removal
of said property and any storage charge for
storage incurred after the date of sale.
Max W. Parker
104 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360
270
365
420
430
440
450
460

020

Node*

Notice

VCR Service
All Brands

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
WomPlatifoldisaiVergeriegld
VUTAN1111111111111111110 WELCOSIIIID

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR TRUER TRAIMPIO CENTERS
LIMNOS.TN

ADOPTION: Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonder
full future to your newborn.
All legal, medical, and living
expenses paid. Let us help
you. Call collect
516-621-5574.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!

frtio.rOmMO
"••••
0.0110.0
Ofto

Rent-A-Car

515 S. 12th St. 753.2255

agaddisist.15PAncl

100% reinsured!

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

Insurance

TURNING AGE 65?

Murray, KY

PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we wrrte all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1 Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 "A.M. Best A- or A+ rated"
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

753-4199

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free

1-800-455-4199

LOST: Small black female
dog. We love her very
much! Near N. 19th St.
Reward 753-3807.

100% investment
grade assets!

McConnell

McConnell
Insurance Agency

LOST: Pointer, white, w/
black eye, no collar. Last
seen in Lynn Grove area.
435-4323

ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES Learn this trade, we
send instructions, parts,
and check for assembly
Call 404-426-0672, ext
DB520.
AUTO dean-up person,
must be experienced in all
phases of detailing Call
437-4127

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY!
R.N. - Full-time and part-time positions available, 6p-6a shift
L.P.N. - Full-time and part-time positions available, 6p-6a shift
R.N. - Temporary full-time in Acute
Care.
Current Active license or work permit
required. Excellent benefit package for
full and part-time employees. Salary
commensurate with experience and
credentials.
Contact:
Marshalll County Hospital,
503 George McClain Drive
Benton, KY 42028
(502)527-1338

2"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00

2

8.00

16.00

3

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
gsn

060

3"

4"

5"

6"

7'

8"

35.00

40.00

45.00 50.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 56.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

10.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

80.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

70.00

9"

1(Y'

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25e per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
5e per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
52.00 extra for blind box ads.

Help
Wowed

Taking
Applications
For City Carrier

Ledger & Times
toot

HELP WANTED! Individuals desperately needed in
security field. Up to
$19.90/hr. No exp. necessary. Write PASEP-187M,
161 S. Uncolnway, N. Aurora, IL 60542.

150

060
Help
Wanted

ATTENTION Dental Assistants. Murray Dental office
National
seeking highly self Transporatlon
motivated, experienced
Company
assistant desiring to
dental
Ip lip Of
seeking qualified
train on the job in the area
tbs Stunttut
of EFDA,(Expanded Funcjourneymen techAndquee & Gets
tions Dental Auxiliary).
nians.
Furniture, unilue items.
Once certified, applicants
Call for
New shipment of county
rate of pay starts at $8.00
application
lamps, stoneware crocks
per hour plus benefits
impnnted with local bwn
901-642-6212
which include insurance,
names. Dried herbs, herb
profit sharing and more.
after 5pm.
wreaths & swags. Father
Interested applicants
EEO
Christmas is here!
should send resume with
Com by and browse
brief description as to why
they wish to pursue a ca121 South to Old Saba Rd.
reer in this area of develop- BABYSITTER needed our
Wed.-Sat. 10-5 p.m.
ment to P.O. Box 1040-T, home, Mon-Fri. 753-6374,
Sun. 2-5 p.m.
Murray, KY.
ask for Sam.
KITCHEN help needed.
AURORA pizza Magic. Ge-.
Apply in person at Big
nuine hand tossed pizza,
Apple Cafe, Puryear, TN,or
fresh salads, sandwiches,
call 901-247-5798.
gyros. Open all year at
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN5pm. Closed Mon and
INGS. NEED a job? A
Tues.
474-8119,
GED? Hope for the future?
In The Court
1-800-649-3804.
You may qualify if: You do
Square Area
riot have your GED Of high
school diploma; 'You are
Apply at the
between the ages 01 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
•
project is funded by the
Whitnell
Major Metropolitan
Western Kentucky Private
Ave.
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Sunday newspapers,
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
whole bean coffee.
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
7-3, 3-11. Excellent 8a.m.-11:30a.m.
local art, ice, now CNAs,
benefits including bonus
available on the pay and dental plan. Apply
Expetlenced
in person, Monday-Friday,
square at the
Cooks
9arn-5pm, Haws Nursing
Home, Fulton, Ky.
Waitresses
Ouestionmarket.

LOST: male black and
white Boston Terrier, small
dog, 1 blue eye, 1 brown
eye, wearing brown flea
collar. 753-7459.

1"

TRANSPORTATION

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

LOST: black mens wallet,
no money, just identification, near Sirloin Stockade,
492-8822.

Days
Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Keating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Busboys
Apply at old
Golden Corral
721 S. 12th
Applications
confidential.

NURSES Aid, 3-11, full
time, prefer CMA, will train,
good working conditions,
pleasant atmosphere.
Apply in person at Fern
Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View, EOE.
PARK RANGERS. Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc. No exp. necessary. For information call
219-769-6649, ext. 7159,
8am-8pm, 7 days.
PART-Time Receptionist/
Secretary needed for local
church. Will be responsible
for receiving persons as
they come to church office,
answering phone, taking
messages, and performing
clerical duties. Send resume to P.O. Box 230 by
July 15.

WILL dean houses, reasonable rates, references
753-8994
WILL do housecleaning in
Murray. 474-2131, ask for
Betty or leave phone 4, will
call back.

Will do
babysitting on
weekdays/weekends.

762-4055

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road

P 0 Box 1033

Mundy

Service Technician
Toyota of Murray,Inc. is now accepting
aggressive applicants to fill a certified
Toyota Service Technician position. Experience necessary. We offer an excellent benefit package and a stable future
with a fast growing company. All serious applicants should apply in person to
Toyota of Murray, 515 So. 12th St.,
Murray, Ky. Monday thru Friday.

KY Tech Instructor
Rank III-Practical Nursing
Minimum $26,770 per yr. additional based
on education & experience.
KY Tech-Murray Area
Vocational Center,
1800 Sycamore, Murray, KY 42071
Must hold the Rank III KY teaching certificate in the subject area to be taught or must
hold a KY Statement of Eligibility in the
subject area to be taught or if placed in a
postsecondary program, may hold a BS
degree in the specialty area and a professional commitment to complete 18 semester
hours in professional education within three
years. At least two years of teaching experience in a post-secondary institution waivers
the professional commitment.
Must make application no later than July
10, 1992.
Mr. Lynn R. Tackett, Principal, KY
Tech-Murray Area Vocational Center,
1800 Sycamore, Murray, KY 42071
502-753-1870
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

For Sale

HOBBIEST
Make your own beer
& wine. It's fun & its
easy. Area's largest
selection of beer &
wine making supplies. Party Mart,
Hannan Plaza Shopping Center,509 Lone
Oak Rd., Paducah,
442-0011,
Mon.Thurs., 8 a.m.-10
p.m.; Fri. & Sat., 8
a.m.-11 p.m.
2 CHOICE gravesites, located in Murray Memorial
Gardens. 1-314-243-2143.

KILL ROACHES. Buy ENFORCER OverNite Roach
Spray, or OverNite Pest
Control Concentrate.
Makes 2 gallons. Kills
roaches overnight or your
money back; GUARANTEED! Available at Murray
Home and Auto, North Side
Shopping Center, Murray,
KY.
LET us make your clothes:
maternity, uniforms, sportswear, monograming, alterations and repairs. Ruth's
See and Sew, Dixieland
Shopping Center,
753-6981.
NEW set of pulpit commentary. Call after 2pm,
437-4628.
PACKARD Bell Legion I
computer with VGA monitor, mouse, modem, and
software, $1000
753-2068.
PIONEER stereo system
with tuner, amplifier, cassette deck, turntable and 2
speakers, cabinet included.
$500. 753-2068.
WEDDING dress, never
worn, must sell. Jansport
backpack. 753-6796.
WEDDING dress, size 7-8,
753-8128.
1611

Nome
Furnishings

GE air conditioner, 21,000
BTU, 2 years old. BLACK leather couch and
chair. Coffee and end table,
489-2672.
black w/mirror tops. Black
MILUONAIRES MILUON- entertainment center. Call
AIRES, PANGBURN'S 759-4738.

CANDY IS BACK IN MUR- HIDEAWAY couch,
RAY. Charlie's Safe-T 753-7328.
Pharmacy.

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

mile

PROCEEDS GO 10 CHARITY
153 6.566

150

Articles
For Sale

AIR conditioner, 1991, 3
PRECISION Transmission ton Coleman Suncutter,
opening soon in Murray will used approximately 2 mos.
need experienced builders last summer. $1000.
in R & R men. 759-1218.
1-800-253-3048 for more
ALFALFA hay in barn or
information.
field, ready now. 492-8587.
090
APPLE Ilc computer, $700,
Situstion
almost brand new,
Wanted
759-4406
LIGHT housecleaning, BEEF for freezer. By the
436-5338.
quarter, half or more.
SEWING jobs wanted, in- 435-4137.
cluding formal wear. BOGARD trucking and ex753-1061.
cavating, inc. We haul top
WANTED: Alterations to do soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
in my home. 753-1379.

-MI do housekeeping,
have references. Call
753-3532.

LOST: Brown and black
female Beagle dog in AlmoShiloh area, carrying a
chain on collar. Call
759-9060.
Notice

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$1.75 per column inch extra for Tuesday.

-

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

The City of Murray is
seeking proposals for
a Master Tree Plan
for the City of Murray, Kentucky, population 14,000. The
Scope of Services
shall include but not
necessarily be limited to an inventory of
all trees along city
streets, parks and
other city properties,
a report on the existing condition oftrees,
a forestry management plan, a proposed city-wide tree
planting plan and recommendations for
planting demonstrations. All proposals
must be received in
City Hall no later
than 4:00 p.m., Monday July 20, 1992.
Proposals should be
addressed to the City
Clerk, Murray City
Hall, 217 S. 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071. The
City shall reserve the
right to refuse any
PAR-TEE Miniature Golf
and all proposals. now open, 94 East.
Parties who wish ad- Mon.-Thurs 4-10pm,
ditional information Sat-Sun. 12-11pm.
should call the office
OSB
of City Planner at
Led
(502) 762-0330.
And ,Found

020

i Effective Jan 2, 1991

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

•

NOTICE OF SALE
PURSUANT TO LANDLORD'S LIEN
AND ATTACHMENT

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

HOP
Wanted

SOLICITATION
FOR
PROPOSALS

for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect Insertion.Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

753-1916

020

010

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads

100

Business
Opportunity
COCA-Cola/Pepsi Cola
route. $100,000 annual potential. Requires $17,800 to
start. 1-800-825-2573.
HEALTH Aids, vending
route. Big Profits. Call
American Defender, 24hrs,
1-800-858-3933.
OWNER moving, profitable
mail order business.
753-0607.
PAY off your mortgage,
bills, pay for college tuition,
reitrement or vacation.
Only $100 investment one
time will net you many thousands of dollars $3 for
information, fully refunded
if not fully satisfied Opportunity, Box 24, Hardin, KY
42048

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

(502) 753-0468

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10
Located beh.nd Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

GUN SHOW
July 11-12, 1992
Saturday & Sunday
9010 til 5:00
Featuring: ECAS' Top Gun Traders. Bob Terry,
Bob Wurth, Jim Treece, Gene Williams, George
Newman, Steve Whetstone, Spike Brown &
Many More.

BUYING 12" 1960's GI
Joes 492-8103
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each
436-2578
TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks 759-4836 or
436-5322
USED and antique furni
ture, glass tools, quilts
4742262, 901-642-6290
WANTED to buy Homes in
Murray. suitable for renova
bon Call John, 753 4000
days, 489-2029 evenings

Paducah, Ky.
Guns * Knives * Gold * Silver * Jewelry
Ammo * Reloading Supplies * Coins
Open To The Public.
Be Sure To Bring Your Guns To
BUY- SELL • TRADE
Gunsmith
Admission $2.00

Egyptian Collectors Association, Inc.
Post Office Bo: 138
j(illosi,. Centralia, Illinois 82801
Phone 818/495-2572

1.•

•

•
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CLASSIFIEDS
320

250

UKE new Benchcraft sofa
New $1200, used 5
months, asking $300
435-4619
QUEEN size waterbed,
753-8128.

Public
Sale

Homes
For Sale

Auto
Services

PRIVATE Investigator
D.B.A. Confidential Investigations, Southside Shopping Center, Suite *102,
Murray, 753-2641.

1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
apartments, nice, near university 753-6111 daytime,
753-0606 nights

MINI storage places, any
size, low monthly rates
753-8809

GARAGE
SALE

28R 1 bath remodeled
attractive interior, central
hia 1 5 acre lot, 7 miles
north of Murray, city water,
cable, $36,000 753-2317
after 6pm

M & M
Automotive
Service

1BR furnished apartment,
one block from MSU,$150
+ deposit, references
753-9577.

12x70, 2BR, IA bath, 1 OR 2br apts. new downnewly remodeled, ap- town Murray. 753-4109.
pliances, awning and
underpinning with many ex- 2BR duplex, nice, available
tras. Excellent condition. now. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
$9,000 OBO. 753-1410
14x70, 2 or 3br, the 3rd HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
being an addition, 1 bath KY, is now renting. You
with garden tub, refrigera- must be 62, handicapped,
tor, w/d hook-up, electric or disabled. New 1 and 2br
stove, dishwasher and units. 502-527-8574 for
large deck included. Living more information. Equal
room has a fireplace. Lo- Housing Opportunity.
cated 10 minutes North of NICE 2br duplex, apMurray in a quiet country pliances, deck, no pets, resetting. Must see to appre- ferences, lease, $375.
ciate. Asking $10,000. 753-7457.
753-2926.
TAKING applications for
1979 ALAMO, partially section 8 rent subsidized
furnished, good condition, apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedcentral air unit. 753-4432 rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
after 6pm.
Hardin, Ky. or call
1980 DOUBLE wide 502-437-4113 EHO.

1963 FORD F-600, good
grain truck. $1200. Cal
436-5416,
CUB Farmall w/plow, cult
vator, and belly mower,
good condition. 753-9268
after 5pm.
200

Sports
Equipment
WINCHESTER XTR model
70: 30.06, like new.
753-4432 after 6pm
210
Fkswood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
220

FOR SALE: SPINETCONSOLE PIANO BAR
GAIN. Wanted: Responsible party to takeover low
monthly payments on
piano. Can be seen locally.
Call 1-800-327-3345.
PIANO tuning and repair,
753-2099.
WASHBURN Lyon guitar
and a Quantum FX5ORC
amp., 1 year old, rarely
played, excellent condition
$450. Call between
9am-3pm, 753-9377.
230
Miscellaneous
50% OFF leading motels
nationwide, free information. 753-4776.
COINS and STAMPS are
popular. A new selection of
stamps is now available at
The Book Rack (in Murray
at Dixieland Shopping Center) and Dec&les Ago (in
Hazel). These stores also
sell coins, proof sets, silver
dollars, collector supplies.
You may also visit us at
Toonerville Trolley (in
Hazel), Treasure House
(Southside Manor in Murray) and the Mercantile
(Aurora). We buy coins and
stamps and appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS, 753-4161.

110

MO

For Rent
Or Less.

Mobile
Homes For Sale
Farm
Equipment

"60

4110

Apartments
For Rent

270

190

360

Business
Services

436-2507
330
1987 14x70 EXTRA nice
Rooms
2bdrm, 2bath, utility rm.
For Rent
Lots of extras, Must sell.
MALE looking for room753-4459.
mate to share 2bdrm house
4BR, 14x70, NEWLY de- one block from MSU Evcorated covered roof, 1 erything furnished includblock from C.C. East Elem., ing washer/dryer, ap2 lots, super buy at pliances, and furniture.
$21,900. Contact David $175/mo plus A alleles.
Morris at Wilson Real Es- 753-0775
tate, 753-3263.
ROOM in house in Murray,
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. $160/mo. includes utilities.
Specializing in mobile Days 527-7122 or
home electric services. 200 362-8632. After 5pm,
amp. $375. 100 amp $325. 527-2169 or 527-9710.
435-4027.
Marilyn or Sissy.
CUSTOM order 1993, 16'
wide with central heat and
air for only $13,900. This
home will have R-22 ceilings, R-11 in floors and
walls. No one, no where 1BR house, available
has a better housing value! 7/1/92. 437-4424,
Dinkins Mobile Homes, 8am-5pm.
Inc., Lake Hwy 79E, Paris,
2 BR, central We cm 94
TN. 1-800-642-4891.
West of Murray, $300/mo.•
280
plus $300 deposit.
Woke
753-6633.
Homes For Rent
48R furnished house, 1603
1BR mobile home, wate
Olive, Murray. 492-8225.
urnished. 437-4424
8am-5pm.
350
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college. 753-5209.
100

Business
Rentals
OFFICE or retail space in
Southside Shopping Center, 753-4509, 753-6612.

370
livestock
& Supplies
2 HORSE trailer, excellen
condition, $1100 OBO
436-5634
2 REGISTERED Tennessee Walking horses, 1 registered Arabian
435-4619
6 BRED Red Pole Heifers,
2 calves in Aug.-Sept
1992 Average 800 lbs
753-9778, 753-5890 after
7pm
BLACK registered Racking
Horse, 435-4311 after
630pm.
HUDSON Company. Saddles, Bridles & Horse supplies. 753-4545, 759-1823,
753-6763
REGISTERED Limousin
Polled bull, 5 years old,
$1500. Call 436-5416.

Thum & Frt.
July 9th & 10th
7:30 to 500
1506 Dudley Dr.
Nice suits & shirts for
men, women & children
clothes, few
maternity
dresses,
old jewelry & books,
toys & misc.

Yard Sale

AKC Collie puppies, born
6/1 1/92, sable and tricolor,
$125. Also, 6 month old tri
female, $75. 753-0417 after 5pm.

Thur. July 9
9 am
2014 College
Farm Rd.

AKC registered Choc. and
Black Lab pups, all shots
and wormed. 489-2476.
DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment.
753-7819.
FOR Sale, male and female
Cockatiels and cage, $120.
Must go as a pair.
901-247-5663.
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons.
Serving Murray for over
12yrs. 436-2858.
LOST in Cherry Corner and
Pottertown Rd. Female
German Shepard, 9 mos.,
light tan and black, no collar, childs pet. Please write
to Phillip Doughty, Route 5
Box 272, Murray

1100

Produce

GREEN beans, cucum
CREEKVIEW Self-storage bers, okra, corn 753-5812
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's. YELLOW sweet corn,
492-8280
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.

N.O.F.M.A. Grade Wood
Starling At $1.46 per sq. ft.
Never Wax Floors Available
* 38 Years Experience *

GARAGE
SALE

Pets
I Supplies

Solid Hardwood Flooring
Installations, Sanding S Finishing

Reclining couch, loveseal
chair, When pedestal table it
chews, len% room couch
Vivito*,
chair, bedroom
rocker, end tables & Zenith TV,
sewing machine, baby bed,
cant labia & chess, wale( skis
malemtly, children" clothes,
dehes, wheat dishes, &town
753-9141

380

For Rent
Ot Lease
3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur
ray for sale or lease
753-3293.

Sycamore
Fri. & Sat.
a.m..?

1607

Yellow
Starting July 14th
Silver Queen
July 20th
Blue Lake Beans
Ready Now!

BODEAU FLOOR CO.

1.00 Bushei/U-Pick 92.00 Bushel/I-Pick

362-0160

153-88411 Before 3 p.m.

Bedroom suit, old
buggy, living room
suit, old show case,
babybed, bicycle,
some antiques, lots
of stuff. 753-5292

2BR brick, doiactown, completely redecored Immediate possession 100%
loans available 753-3690
3BR, 1 bath, 1'4 story
home in the southwest part
of the county Extra large lot
with its own well $38,500
Call 435-4194
4BR brick home, 2325 sq ft.
living space, 2 baths, 4
ceiling fans, carport, 18x25
garage, covered boat dock
for two boats, Panorama
Shores, $95,000
436-2461
ATTRACTIVE 3br, 2 bath
fenced yard, city home
central heat and cooling,
mid $60's Bob Perrin, RE/
MAX, 753-7653, 753-3509
evenings
BARKLEY Lake waterfront
home near Canton
502-821-7911, 8am-4pm
BEAUTIFUL Lakeview
Home: 3 years old on Lake
Barkley, 1850 sq. ft., 1 acre
partially wooded lot, 3 bedrooms (2 upstairs and 1
down), 2 large baths, custom oak cabinets, many
closets, boat ramp access,
30x8 front porch, prime location, restricted area, 2
miles from 18 hole PGA
course, $120,000. Appoint
merits, 502-924-1117.

NEW 3 or 4br, LR, OR, 2
baths, central hla,
CI_ self cleaning range,
microwave, dishwasher,
disposal, oak cabinets,
FARRIS Auction Company. over 2000 sq ft., only
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer, $69,750 753-5561 or
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY. 759-1610
(502) 492-8796/8795. We
appraise and sell it all.
NEWLY decorated home
near Kirksey, 3br, 27, bath,
430
2 car garage. ApproxiReal
mately 2000 sq It. living
Estate
space. Very nice.
4.2 ACRE building site
489-2454.
close to Murray. Well and
septic system already in NICE 3br, 2 bath brick,
paved drive, fenced backplace. Contact Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. MLS yard, deck, central heat/air,
storage bldg., city water,
A14025.
759-4505.
BARGAIN! 200+ FT
WATERFRONT, 2.4 AC. PRICE reduced to $69,000.
$19,900, BARKLEY 3br, 2 bath home, central
LAKE. Beautifully wooded h/a, nice yard, excellent
acreage on super 4 season neighborhood near Murray
recreation lake. Enjoy fish- High. Recently redecorated
ing, boating, peaceful sec- and ready for immediate
lusion. Includes good rd occupancy. Call 753-5644.
frontage, utilities, survey,
more. EXCELLENT FI470
NANCING. A rare find, call
now, 502-522-7197. WoodMotorcycles
land Acres, Inc. 8:30-8:30.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222

1979 HONDA CX 500 custom, great condition, $800
or best offer
Call
753-0343

RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
Bob Haley. Bel-Air Center.
1 -502-753-SOLD
1-800-369-5780.

1983 HONDA 3-wheeler,
excellent condition, $500
OBO. 436-5634.

PHP, Tomatoes and Peppers Later

1980 GL1100 Gold Wing,
437-4171

1986 YAMAHA YZ 125 dirt
bike, excellent condition,
one-owner, 498-8912 after
6pm or leave message

▪ Front-end
Alignment
•Tire Service

One-Stop
Mechanic Shop
318 Solar Drive
Murray
759 9124

410

Used
Cars

Used
Cars

1986 HONDA Accord LX,
blue at pw/pl, cruise.
good shape inside and out
$5500 OBO 429-2022

1988 CHEVY Caprice 50L
V-8, automatic, a/c. ps/pb
53xxx miles extra dean
$4300 080 753-1721

1988 RED Beretta GT, real
sharp with all options in
cluding tilt when and
cruise. excellent condition
Must see Cali days
436-5651 After 5prr.
CAR Stereo Installation 436-2147
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music Murray's Alpine Car Audio Specialist
Dixieland Center 1 block
from MSU dorms

1989 CHEVY Beretta pw/
pl sunroof, cruise 50 000
miles, $7,000 060 1972
VW Beetle $600 OBO
753-5113 after 3pm

GARAGE kept 1988
HOPKINS AUTO REPAIR, 4-door Cadillac Brougham
Dexter, KY 42036 Phone
blue wleather seats Mi437-4641 For tune-up or chelin XH tires 20+mpg
repairs on your LAWN 76xxx miles, looks and
MOWERS and small en- drives Ike new 753-1329
gines, call or come by Can
pick-up and deliver Owner 1987 CUTLASS Supreme
sharp Call after 6pm
Terry Hopkins
753-8417
NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic clear and smoke
tint $19 50/ea Pick-up bed
mats, $34 50/ea Key Auto
Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500

1965, 4-DOOR Comet,
52,000 actual miles
753-6232
1976 CHEVROLET Impala, 4-door, clean, good
condition, low mileage,
$1000. 753-8109.
1976 PONTIAC, good condition. Call after 5pm,
489-2672.
1978 MERCEDES Benz,
300SD,excellent condition
328-8442
1978 T-BIRD, excellent
condition, $650 080.
753-8715
1982 MAZDA 626, AT, AC,
78,000 miles, good condition, $1800 0130.
753-8743.
1983 AMC Concord, 53xxx
miles, clean, very good
shape. 1981 Toyota Starlet, clean, runs good,
109xxx miles, good condition. 753-4432 after 6pm.
1984 CAMARO,good looking, red, V-6, automatic,
runs fine, cold air, tilt, asking $3100 753-8102 after
4:30pm.
1984 LTDII station wagon,
good condition, new tires
See at 1312 Poplar, or call
759-1686 after 3:30pm.
1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
SE, auto., air, cruise, all
power, 86xxx miles
498-8912 after 6pm or
leave message
1985 PONTIAC 6000 LE,
V-6, 4-door, white, tan interior. Loaded $1450
436-5807
1986 ESCORT wagon. ps/
pb, cruise, am/fm cassette,
auto., air, good condition.
$1950 0130 753-4128 after 5pm.
1986 HONDA Accord LX,
blue, a/c, pw/pl, cruise,
good shape inside and out
$5500 C3B0 489-2022

YOUR AD I
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

FRESH AS SPRINGTEVIE1
Immaculate 4 bedroom, 2 bath home on Oaks Country Club
Road is sure to please New carpet, gas central heat and am
beautiful greatroom with cathedral ceiling and fireplace with
gas loge and heaulator Just reduced to $92,000

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main St.

Mathis Transmission Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
Fluid & Filter
Special $29.95 most makes & models
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

Kingins
Construction Inc.
For All Your Construction Needs
Commercial & Residentol
Fully Insured & Bondable
Free Estimates

Phone 4354619
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves -dishwashers - gas &electric ranges.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steeleilillblittent Inc.

2 LAKEFRONT lots w/
roofed over mobile home
Three bedrooms, 2 baths
753-8937

YARD
SALE
EASON
ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
7.50
12.50
15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

6 ACRE building site,
wooded area and clear site
to build year around pond
Bob Perrin, RE/MAX,
753-7653, 753-3509
evenings.
BARKLEY LAKEFRONT
LAND. Great location near
Barkley Lodge, 3,600 acre
state resort park. Long water frontage w/beautiful
view and large shade trees
Over one acre of land for
only $29,000. bank terms
available. Must seel Call
502 - 5 2 2 - 7 1 9 7 ,
8.30am-8 30pm Woodland Acres, Inc

Classified Department

"Collection You Can Depend On"
--"a.

Ro-a-14""
. ca6

ALL TYPES
REFUSE SERVICE

THE SOLUTION

•Commercial •Industrial
•Residential •Apartments

El Roll-Off

BUILDING Lots Two '4
acre, all city utilities, underground E ,W ,G ,C No mobile homes 759-4871

0 Residential

0 Rear Load Dumpsters

CITY building site all city
services, good quiet neighborhood Bob Perrin. RE
MAX 753-7653 753-3509
evenings

0Carts

Now Serving
Calloway County
SERVICE YOU CAN DEPEND ON' SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED *IF NOT WE WANT TO KNOW

WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights City water, natural gas, cablevision. 3 3/10 miles on 94
west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest fl
nancing available
753-5841 or 753-1566

Our Business is Picking-Op
Can 2474435 lot Price quotes
• I-800-585-6033
To A Better Environment
Bud Stewart, Route Manager

100 ACRE cattle farm 2
barns, year 'round water
474-2361 anytime

Miiiray Ledger & Times
z

COMMERCIAL WASTE DISPOSAL

Rear Loader System
LAKE front cabin Pine
Bluff, reduced 3br,
bath, 753 9658

Roll-off Box System

Front Loader System

YR'
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530
%Mos
Offered

vans

Services
°Herod

Archaeologists search
for Jefferson artifacts
By ANNE GEARAN
Associated Press Writer

• GMC Custom van.
500 759 4406

Used
Trucks
34 GMC pick up Cerra
assic red and white.
e.$4500 753 2486 after
sm
187 JEEP Commanche,
• )4xxx miles, runs like
w, has fiberglass topper
3 4432 after 6pm
37 RED S-10 Chevrolet
k up. $2500 492 8765
I DODGE Dakota, 4
5 speed aic 15xxx
les, $6495 neg
3 3840

, ft
491 COACHMAN 26',
wel trailer Also, 1990
o Silverado piu ext cab
ixxx miles, with fiberglass
pper Both like new Call
'53-6784

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436 5848
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system driveways, hauling foundations
etc 759-4664
BOBS Plumbing Service
Installations and repairs all
guaranteed 753 4355
753-1134
BULLDOZING backhoe.
septic system Call Horace
Sholar, 354-8161 after
4pm
CALL Gallimore Electric for
all of your electrical projects Remodeling, land
scape illumination. security, cable and phone
lines Now wiring new
smart homes Licensed
and insured 759-1835
CALL Larco for mobile
power washing and wet
sandblasting We Wash it
All' 753-6587
CARPET and vinyl installa
tion and repairs Glen Bebber, 759-1247

'9, V 8 inboard-outboard,
38hp 1976 Marquis, walk
rough windshield, nice
J al axle trailer, new battees, etc Ready to goll
3950 474-8050
979, 17, BOMBER fish &
•ici, 140hp Johnson motor,
lummingbird depth finder,
'2-24 Johnson trolling moil', heavy duty trailer, new
• res and wheels, am/fm
assette, $3950 Excellent
indition 753-8850 days,
'53 8990 nights
982 V-bottom Jon boat,
5hp Johnson motor.
53-8766
986 BOMBER bass boat,
.sh and ski 144 ft excelnt condition Rigged for
- hing, 2 depth finders,
• thrust Min nkota trolling
otor 753-4432 after 6pm
487 EBBTIDE 17' runab,,ut walk through windseld, 120. OMC cobra in. lard outboard motor,
ue white, heavy duty
•
AM/FM cassette,
' 4950 753-8850 days,
53-8990 nights
'JMBER bass boat with
'Slip Evrnrude motor and
eavy duty trailer. $1200
'53 7612
:,KEETER 1989 SF
750X, double consoles,
184 ', 175 Mercury, Skee
ter trailer wispare. Johnson
tolling motor, Lowrance
;' 40 fish finder, Lowrance
1740A flasher, 3 batteries,
7' seats, 2 five wells, Guard
'.'og security system, volt
ieter, pressure gauge
;arage kept by retiree,
3ed very little. $11,900.
5684.

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
A 1 TREE removal & tree
trimming Light hauling &
odd jobs Free estimates
436 2102 ask for Luke
A 1 YARD mowing, light
hauling and tree trimming
436 2102 ask for Paul
AA TOWN/country yard
mowing landscapingtree
trimming tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436-2528

CHARLIE Davidson All
types of roofing and repairs Torch down rubber
roofing 753-5812

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
chimney caps and screens
435-4191
CLEANING services offered Have references
492-8238 or 492-8873
COLSON'S Home Repair
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing
436-2575 after 5pm.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754
DIAL Builders New additions, new homes pole
barns, total remodeling No
job too small 436-5272

tOILAND,
PROFESSIONAL
PAINTING
104 N. 13th St.
7534823
FREE ESTIMATES
Intoner and
EX101101

1-^
-

DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FOR bushhogging, leveling
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards, call 753-3413
GALLOWAY Roofing Specializing in new roofs, re
roots, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work Springtime 10% savings.
502- 753- 7941
GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding. painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifica tions Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate

AFFORDABLE and reliable
mowing and trimming Low
prices Call 753 1479 ask
for Wade

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
mg wallpaper carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 436-2052

ALPHA Builders - Carpen.
try, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete driveways, painting, maintenan,etc Free estimates
489 2303

HOME Improvement Specialist Vinyl siding windows, carports and patio
enclosures 753-0280

AL S hauling yard work
tree removal mowing Free
estimates. 759 1683
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers Most parts
In stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
pliance WOrks 753 2455
BRYON'S LAWN SER
VICE Free estimates
489-2691 after 5pm

IN shop spray painting and
sound blasting yard furniture, shutters and doors
You name it we can paint it
Pick-up and delivery Call
Blacks Decorating Center
for free estimate phone
753 0839
KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica, all colors Free esti
mates WulH s Recovery
Murray 436 5560

7;4/
CUSTOM KITCHEN CANINETS
CUSTOM 51/000WORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
43g sutveunv kructRAy Bw d
753 soc

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your upholstery
cleaning, call 753-5827
Free estimates Specialll
with this ad, $15 off $60
order
LICENSED for electric
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
MITCHELL Paving, "over
30 years experience All
your asphalt and seal coating needs Backhoe, excavating and hauling
753-1537 or 753 1221
MOODY'S Mower Repair,
pick up and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
NEED your gutters cleaned
or repaired? Call 753-0834
PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436 5625
PAINTING interior and exterior Free estimates, reasonable rates 436-2761
PAINTING interiortexterior.
Also, mobile homes
washed and painted, quality work. 20 years experience Free estimates. Call
anytime, 753-5368,
753-7861.
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436 5255.
PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate.
Same day service. All work
guaranteed. 492-8816.
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
753-8056.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements_
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.

CHARLOTTESVILLE, Va. —
Archaeologists are turning the thick
red clay of the farm where Thomas
Jefferson was born, digging for
clues to the statesman's largely
undocumented early life.
"Our major objective is to figure
out archaeologically ,what a farm
was like in central ViYginir at that
time. What was the landscape that
Thomas Jefferson knew?" said
project director William Kelso.
Kelso is chief archaeologist at
Monticello, the grand home Jefferson built for himself less than a
mile from the hillside family farmhouse that was destroyed in a fire
in 1770.
The work is important because
fire destroyed written records of
Jefferson's life at the farm, historians said. The later life of the third
president and Declaration of Independence author is well documented in letters and diaries.
"It will tell a great deal about
what Jefferson and his family were
doing during that period for which
there are no historical records,"
said Jack McLaughlin, author of a
book on Jefferson's nearly lifelong
building of Monticello. "Of
course, archaeological research has
its limits — you can only learn
from what you dig up."
Jefferson was born in 1743 at
Shadwell, his father's 7,000-acre
plantation near Charlottesville. The
fire destroyed all his writings and
papers and the family's records.
He started building Monticello
soon afterward. Though the family
home was rebuilt, Jefferson never
lived there again.
Historians have found no written
account describing the house. It
either burned a second time or was
torn down in the early 19th century, Kelso said.
Last summer, archaeologists
excavated two adjacent cellars, one
brick, one stone. Earlier archaeological work at the site had

unearthed the cellars, but historians
believed then they belonged to
smaller outbuildings.
"I'm convinced Jefferson was
born in a house that stood over this
cellar," Kelso said. "We can't
prove it exactly, but all the signs,
all the things we have found, point
to that."
The signs include hundreds of
shards of fine porcelain and pottery
from China, Germany and England,
bits of 18th-century wine glasses,
pipe stems and buttons. The artifacts uncovered so far date to the
1740s, when Jefferson's father first
settled the land.
The private, nonprofit group that
operates Monticello as a museum
also owns the Shadwell site. The
group hopes to open Shadwell to
the public next spring, in time for
the 250th anniversary of Jefferson's birth.
The team of archaeologists and
students is now digging around the
cellars, trying to establish the exact
size of the house and its
outbuildings.
A dig also is under way at what
Kelso believes were quarters for
about 50 slaves, in hopes it will
show how the slaves lived, Kelso
said.
The dig may also illuminate Jefferson's love of classic architecture
and his passion for privacy.
Although large and wellappointed for its day, the Jefferson
house was probably plain and
unspectacular, "a fairly typical
farmhouse," Kelso said.
The classical domes Jefferson
built at Monticello and at the University of Virginia were in many
ways a reaction to the plain frame
or brick houses of colonial America, historians believe.
McLaughlin said the concept of
privacy didn't exist in 18th-century
America. "They slept five and six
to a bedroom and two and three to
a bed," he said. At Monticello, on
the other hand, Jefferson "built
privacy into the house, with private
office quarters and private bedrooms," he said.

Scholarship recipient

SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674

1\ ill Do
Housecleaning,
759-2599

Successful students

Pictured with Murray-Calloway County Hospital's nursing scholarship recipients are (far left) MCCH Administrator Stuart Poston and
(far right) Lynn Meurer, director of nursing. Recipients pictured are
(second from left): Nancy Wells of Mayfield, Tina Ryan of Murray,
Jamie Taylor of Murray, Vicki McCuiston of Murray and Tammy
Cobb of Mayfield.

Hazard warnings ordered
for radiation machines
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
warning notice is being processed
by the Food and Drug Administration about possible hazards in the
design of a cancer radiation treatment machine built by Mitsubishi
International Corp.
A FDA official said Monday that
Mitsubishi has sent to the agency a
draft of a warning letter that is to
go out to about 40 hospitals where
the machines are in use.
Rodger Leupold, an official in
the FDA compliance office, said
that the agency received complaints
that the linear accelerators made by
Mitsubishi could cause patients to
receive incorrect doses of radiation
during therapy for cancer.
Leupold said that no patients
have been injured and that the
chances of injury are small but that
the agency is insisting that Mitsubishi warn hospitals of the hazard
and to correct it.
The FDA has blocked importation of the Japanese machine until
Mitsubishi corrects the defect.
Leupold said the dose-level control on some of the machines will
not automatically reset itself to
zero after each treatment. He said
if the control is not adjusted by the
operator, then the next patient possibly could receive the wrong dose.
Also, he said, there is a problem
with the stability and shape of the

radiation beam delivered by some
of the machines.
"It's mostly an electrical wiring
problem," said Leupold. He said
the machines are operated by
experts who monitor the devices
and can adjust them as needed. But
because there is a potential for an
operator error that could harm
patients, he said the FDA has
required Mitsubishi to warn hospitals and to correct the problem.
Leupold said there are 44 Mitsubishi machines installed in the U.S.
hospitals, but only about a third of
them have the mechanical problem.
The linear accelerators deliver
powerful and precisely directed
beams of X-rays that are used to
kill cancer cells and shrink tumors.
The FDA received on Monday a
draft of a warning letter that Mitsubishi proposes to send to hospitals.
Leupold said the agency will
review the letter before the company makes it public.
Mike Masuyama, a spokesman
for Mitsubishi, said the difficulty
with the radiation machines was
"not a serious problem."
"It's like when you have a problem with your copying machine,"
he said. "The problems are not
life-threatening at all."
Masuyama said the radiation
treatment machines sell for
between $520,000 and $600,000.

Horoscopes

Non-Smoking
Woman

THURSDAY,JULY 9,1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE period of time begin to see results.
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: Your eye for detail wins the attention
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Director of Radiology Terry Apple Good luck hastens your progress. of someone influential. Examine the
right) recently announced that Jennifer Bell (pictured left) Concentrate on implementing inno- merchandise carefully if buying sale
Call 753-2355 (pictured
is the recipient of a radiology scholarship from the hospital. Bell, of vative ideas and business will pros- items.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): Press
Route 8, will graduate in July, 1993, from the University of Kentucky, per. Financial matters become more
or 753-2048
your case with vigor and you will
or
early
Decomplicated
in
late
fall
specializing in radiation therapy. Bell has previously worked at
You should be able to get a soon see better-than-average results.
Please leave
MCCH as a student X-ray intern. Under the hospital-sponsored scho- cember.
better return on your investments Your prospects for obtaining wider
message if not at
larship, Bell agrees to work at MCCH one year for every year of early in 1993. Next spring finds you public recognition are improving.
home. Will return
sponsorship from the MCCH scholarship program. Recipients must learning how to assert your indepenLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Heed
all phone calls.
be completing the last two years of a bachelor's degree or enrolled in dence without alienating others. Ca- your partner now and you are una two-year associate degree program. The scholarships cover the cost sual romances are not for you. Seek a likely to go wrong. Some of your
SHEETROCK finishing,
of tuition, books and one uniform.
friends may have designs on your
permanent commitment.
textured ceilings. Larry
cash. Do not let temporary obstacles
BORN
ON
CELEBRITIES
Chrisman 492-8742.
THIS DATE:actors Tom Flanks and depress you. Victory is close at hand!
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Jimmy Smits, football star 0.J.
Removal Insured with full
The morning hours will probably be
Simpson, actress Kelly McGillis.
line of equipment Free esARIES(March 21-April 19): Test the most productive. Someone's attitimates Day or night,
results could be delayed. To reduce tude or behavior could cause offense
753-5484
tension, keep busy. A joint project this afternoon. Become a detective
T C Dinh Repair and Maincould lead to improved profits and a and investigate a business mystery.
But
when
you
play
the
ace
and
West
dealer.
tenance Electrical - CleanSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
another diamond, West shows out, new alliance. Let a friend off the
ing Sewer 1210/1212 Main North-South vulnerable.
21): Temptation takes many forms;
NORTH
discarding a club. This is a very sad hook; hide your disappointment.
Street 753 6111 office,
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It ideptify it before it overwhelms you.
753-0606 after 5pm
•K 7 4
development, you say to yourself,
would be to your advantage to con- Make yourself scarce when there are
•
K
6
because
what
started
out
as
an
easy
3
THE Gutter Co Seamless
ap•K Q 75 3
contract has by now lost most of its sult more experienced allies before risks to be taken. A conservative
aluminum gutters variety
you a raise or
proach
should
win
priority
Give
commitment.
making
a
AQ
glamour.
of colors Licensed, inAfter winning the diamond with to pursuits that will help you clear up promotion.
WEST
EAST
sured Estimate available
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 191:
759 4690
+95
dummy's queen, it looks as though a misunderstanding or add to your
* Q 10 6 2
may have designs on your
Someone
knowledge.
V4
you'll have to take either a club fiQ J 10
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
measures to safeguard
assets.
Take
Ask
20)1:
May
2I-June
GEMINI(
•J 10 9 4 2 nesse against the king or a spade
Service Center, cleaning •8
valuables. Your health benefits
before
your
over
mull
things
time
to
for
10 9 7 5 3 finesse against the queen. Which fiservicing $15, most repairs •K J 6 4 2
from the moments of leisure avail$35 all brands 3rd Street,
SOUTH
nesse to take is hard to judge, and if you make a new financial commitenable able to you tonight.
scrutiny
may
Careful
ment.
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
•A J 83
you choose the wrong one you'll probAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
you to detect any weaknesses in a
Mon -Fri , 753 0530
•A 9 8 7 5 2
ably never forgive yourself.
An accord that is reached now should ..
task
with
many-faceted
plan.
Tackle
a
• A6
But suddenly you get a divine
WET Basement? Water
be kept top secret. It will prove more
under house, we guarantee
+8
inspiration. You don't have to guess gusto.
profitable and longer-lasting that
-July
12):
De(June
2
I
CANCER
to stay dry Morgan and The bidding:
which suit to finesse. You can force
procedures that will save time way! Show a loving heart to relatives
vising
Son Construction Padu- West
North East
South
West to relieve you of the guess, and
could boost you into the or friends in distress.
cah,KY 1,142 7026,
3V
Pass
you can do so in a simple way.So you and money
Pass
1
NT
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Pre1 800 242 3265
benefit from having
ranks.
You
top
6V
4V
Pass
play dummy's king of diamonds and
Pass
behind-the-scenes support. pare careful answers if you expect to
excellent
WILL do mowing and light Opening lead — queen of hearts.
on it discard the eight of clubs!
Reach out to associates who share he asked sensitive questions. A fihauling 753 4355
If West does not ruff this trick,
nancial breakthrough is near. Taking
your sound values.
Assume you're in six hearts and you can force him to win the next one -!
YARD mowing trimming
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Those a non-committal approach to romance
by conceding a trump to his jack.
odd jobs Hauling mulch West leads the queen of trumps. Evwho have striven hard over a long could leave you alone this evening.
gravel dirt sealing drive erything looks shipshape, but when
Either way, he is forced to return a
ways Free estimates you win the queen with the king and
spade into your A-J, handing you the
TODAY'S CHILDREN are great conversationalists and gifted artists.
436-5501
return a trump to your ace, East slam,or lead a club to dummy's A-Q. These youngsters are so sensitive to color that wise parents will alkiw them
If he leads a club, you finesse, to choose the hue they prefer for their room. Peace-loving and flexible, these
discards a club.
There's still no cause for alarm, and if dummy's queen holds, your Cancerians tend to drop their plans if they encounter resistance. They feel
because the slam is certain if the worries are over. But if East plays certain that there is more than one way to achieve their aims! An ear for
diamonds are divided no worse than the king on the queen, you ruff and languages and an eye for detail make public relations, journalism and
RED and tan female Dober 4-2. In that case, you'll be able to
still have the spade finesse(or drop) diplomacy good career choices.
man less than 1 year old
dispose of your spade loser on to fall back on. In effect, you give
excellent manners house
(T.,order a revised and updated copy of Jeane Doton's hest-selling hook "Yesterday.Today and Forever
ruffing yourself two shots to make the slam
broken great for kids free dummy's fifth diamond after
How Astrology Can Help You find Your Place in Gars Plan," send SKIS plus Si postage and handling to
instead of just one.
Dixon. eto Andrews and l*Meel. Pt) BOX 419150, Kansas City. Mo. 64141. Make checks payahle to
to the right home one of dummy's low diamonds.
Andrews and NoleMeel
Tomorrow: The vanishing triek.
753 3961
Will sit for sick
or elderly, men or
women. Or women
can come stay
with me at my
home.

Contract Bridge

The Maximum Chance

SNP

=11
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Today in History

WEDNESDAY, JULY 8, 1992

Looking Back

Ten years ago
Today is Wednesday, July 8, the 190th day of 1992. There are 176 days
An
11-member
committee has
year.
left in the
begun the process of developing
Today's Highlight in History:
guidelines and fund-raising activiOn July 8, 1896, William Jennings Bryan, the presidential nomineeties for the newly established schoapparent of the Democratic national convention in Chicago, captivated lislarship at Murray State University
teners with his famous speech denouncing supporters of the gold standard,
honoring the memory of Dr. Rex E.
saying, "You shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of gold."
Alexander who died March 28. .
On this date:
Murray Lion C.C. Lowry was
In 1663, King Charles II of England granted a charter to Rhode Island.
Declarathe
reading
of
named
as Lion of the Year at a
public
first
gave
the
Nixon
Col.
John
In 1776, a
meeting of the Murray Lions held
tion of Independence to a crowd gathered at Independence Square in
at South Pleasant Grove United
Philadelphia.
Methodist Church. New officers
published.
was
first
Journal
Street
Wall
In 1889, The
installed were Arvin Crafton,
In 1950, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was named commander-in-chief of
Richard Jones, Alvis Jones, Marvin
United Nations forces in Korea.
Harris, Daniel Walker, Gene
In 1975, President Ford announced he would seek the Republican nomiCohoon, Bill Bailey and Joel
nation for the presidency in 1976.
Rowland.
of
Austria
inaugurated
as
president
was
1986,
Kurt
Waldheim
In
Births reported include a girl to
despite controversy over his alleged ties to Nazi war crimes.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul James Dowdy,
In 1986, Adm. Hyman G. Rickover, widely regarded as "father of the
June 24.
nuclear navy," died in Arlington, Va., at age 86.
Several cadets of the Junior
In 1989, Carlos Saul Menem was inaugurated as president of Argentina
ROTC Unit at Calloway County
in the country's first transfer of power from one democratically elected
High School won honors at the
civilian leader to another in six decades.
two-week activities at Camp AtterTen years ago: Soviet President Leonid 1. Brezhnev warned President
Reagan the Kremlin might take action in the Israeli-PLO conflict if U.S.
troops were dispatched to Lebanon.
Five years ago: Kitty Dukakis, wife of Massachusetts governor and
Democratic presidential candidate Michael S. Dukakis, revealed she'd
DEAR ABBY: I am a greatbeen addicted to amphetamines for 26 years, but had sought help and was grandmother who recently attended
drug-free. (However, Mrs. Dukakis later admitted to dependence on alco- a baby shower. The guest of honor
(I'll call her Jodie) was the grandhol, and entered a recovery program.)
One year ago: Reversing earlier denials, Iraq disclosed for the first time daughter of a close friend of mine.
We played three games, and
that it was carrying out a nuclear weapons program, including the produceach winner received a very nice
uranium.
enriched
tion of
prize. When the shower ended, the
Today's Birthdays: Former Michigan Gov. George Romney is 85. Cri- winners of these games were
tic Walter Kerr is 79. Singer Billy Eckstein is 78. ABC News President instructed by the hostess to give
Roone Arledge is 61. Singer Steve Lawrence is 57. Ballerina Cynthia their prizes to Jodie.(They were all
very nice baby items.)
Gregory is 46. Actress Kim Darby is 44.
I was really shocked because I
Thought for Today: "There is no escape — man drags man down, or
man lifts man up." — Attributed to Booker T. Washington, American had never heard of such a thing. I
was one of the winners who were
educator and author (1856-1915).
told to give our prizes to the hon-

bury, Ind.
Twenty years ago
Joe Parker was named as president of Downtown Merchants
Association at a meeting held yesterday morning at Calloway County
Court House.
Thieves netted an estimated $600
to $700 in cash in a break-in at
Carroll Volkswagen on July 7,
according to Tommy Carroll,
owner.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John Richardson,
July 1, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Garland, July 4.
Murray American Legion Baseball Team beat Mayfield by the
score of 15 to 1 in a game played
at Holland Stadium, Murray. David
Hughes was pitcher for the Murray
team.
Mark Riley of Murray attended a
Golf Camp held at Morehead State
University. He is pictured with

Professional Golfer Jimm Ferrie I I
Jr.
Thirty years ago
Murray City Council accepted
the low bid of M & H Construction
Company for paving to be done in
the city of Murray. Dr. Harry
Whayne was appointed as a member of the Murray Planning Cornmission.at the council meeting at
the city hall.
Halford Boyd, commissaryman
first class, United States Navy, son
of Mrs. Nettie Boyd, is serving on
the attack transport USS Monrovia,
homeported at Norfolk, Va.
The Rev. Paul Dailey, formerly
of Hazel and Benton, will be the
evangelist for revival services for
Salem Baptist Church at Lynn
Grove, July 9 to 15. Rev. Dailey is
pastor of Friendship Baptist
Church, Lincoln Park, Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Artel Hale and son,
Mike of Sierra Vista, Ariz, are the

BLON DIE

ored guest.
I think this practice is in very
poor taste. If the winners could not
keep their prizes, why bother to
have prizes at all? I could have
given my prize to one of several of
my grandchildren. When I was told
to give up my prize, I very promptly
handed it over, but it ruined my
day.
Abby, what do you think of this
ridiculous practice? If you print
this, please don't use my name or
town, as quite a few people know
how I feel about this.
UNHAPPY WINNER WHO LOST

DEAR UNHAPPY WINNER:
I'm on your side. I've also
attended baby showers where
this odd tradition was practiced, and I was never able to
understand it either. I vote to
retire this pointless tradition.
Readers?
DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-year-old
male in excellent physical condition.
I am presently a prisoner in the Jefferson City Correctional Center in
Jefferson City, Mo.
I am in critical need of financial
assistance in order to hire compe-

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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CHILDHOOD IS FOR
SPoilu•IG ADULTHOOD

9014
SEMEN
POUNDS
IN A
WEEK?!

YES...I LIVED ON (
I RAN! SWEATED! CRIED!'
HI, CATHY. GUESS WHAT'? I I
LETTUCE AND POSTARVED !... BUT IT WAS
CUT OUT ONE Of MY EVENING
TASSIUM BROTH... WORTH IT! IT WAS WORTH
SUNDAES WHILE YOU WERE GONE
I WORKED ON THE
IT 31,1ST TO HEAR WHAT IRV- AND LOST NINE POUNDS!
MACHINES UNTIL
ING. SPIS WHEN HE SEES
EVERY MUSCLE
THE NEW IRE!!
WAS SCREAMING
IN PAIN...

ANO SHE SAYS WE NEVER 1.4
HAVE PASSIONATE REUNIONS....

With the surgical team passed out, and with help from
the observation deck, hospital custodian Leonard
Knudson suddenly became responsible for bringing
Mr. Gruenfeld "home."
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Crosswords

"Avg )1
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

4E5, I C.A.UE0
JON'S FINGER
OP HIS NOSE

35 Sweetening
Substance
37 "Desk —"
38 Damp
39 Fool part
40 Stitch
41 Roman gods
42 Diving bird
44 Portended
47 Solemnize
51 Poem
52 War god
53 Short jacket
54 Emerge
victorious
55 Final
56 Lease
57 Pigpen

1 High
mountain
4 Narrow, flat
board
8 Trudge
12 Pigeon pea
13 Comfort
14 Danish island
15 Wine cup
16 Objection
18 City official
20 Send forth
21 Printer's
measure
22 Those
holding
office
23 Verve
27 Deface
29 Perform
30 Support
31 Silver symbol
32 Stalemate
33 Noise
34 Sodium
symbol

1

2

12

UU

15

DOWN

Answer to Previous Puzzle

TARS POT PEAT
ALEM ORE AXLE
FAMINE APPEAL
TROPE
EERIE
TEST HART
SHE TABOR SAT
TO
RAP
DO
YEN ORDER BOY
ESPY SALE
AGAPE
LEASE
MARINE READER
OMER KEY PLAN
SERE ETE SETS
6
7
8
9

Rise
Abounds
Model
Hawaiian
wreath
10 Gold in
Madrid
11 Mr. Johnson

style
2 Tibetan
priest
3 Cast member
4 Prophet
5 Not tense or
rigid

4

5
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1 Furniture

3
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I'VE DEVELOPED ANOTHER NEW
PHIL050PHY.,REMEMBER, IT
USED TO E3E,"UNO CARE57"

DEAR PRISONER: I contacted Bruce Conway, executive
director of the Organ Donor
Registry's Living Bank in Houston. His response:
DEAR MISS VAN BUREN.
With regard to the prisoner who
wishes to sell a vital organ:
Federal law makes it unlawful
for any person to knowingly sell.
receive or otherwise transfer any
human organ for valuable consideration for use in human transplantation. The term "human organ'
includes any human kidney. liver.
heart, lung, pancreas, bone marrow.
cornea, eye and skin. Violations are
punishable by a S50,000 fine or five
years in prison. Virtually all 50
states have similar laws on the
books in one form or another.
We receive letters and calls from
people, some of them prisoners, and
we relay the same information to
them.

about drugs. AIDS, and how to prevent
unwanted pregnancy. It's all in Abby's
updated, expanded booklet,"What Every
Teen Should Know." To order, send a
business-size, self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for $3.95
1$4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, HI.
61054. i Postage is included.)

CATHY
LOST

tent legal counsel, so I am offering
to sell one kidney or lung for
$25.000 plus all necessary expenses
of transplanting said organ. I am
also willing to negotiate with
respect to other transplantable body
organs. tissue or bone marrow.
Thank you for any help you can
give me. Please sign me ...
A PRISONER IN NEED

DEAR ABBY: The letter about
the cashier making change brought
a chuckle as I recalled the two
cashiers faced with a disabled cash
register who were trying to cope
with the problem I had created by
offering $1.11 for a 61-cent quart of
milk. As they were attempting to
work a hand-held calculator. I said,
"Just give me 50 cents." She did sc.
with the comment, "I never was
very good at geometry."
LOUIE IN FREEDOM,CALIF.
Moat teen-agers do not know the facts

CALVIN and HOBBES
TOO BAD 'IMRE TRAPPED IN
A BORING OFFICE WHILE I'M
TtUNNING AROUND FREE WITH
NO RESPONSIBILITIES'
HAVE A GOOD SUMMER'
NA HA NA! *CLICK*

guests of his mother, Mrs. A.B.
Hale.
Forty years ago
James L. Johnson, tax commissioner for Calloway County, said
all tax commissioners of First and
Second Districts will meet July 16,
17 and 18 for their annual conference in Room 212 of Fine Arts
Building at Murray State College.
A temperature of 85 was
recorded at noon today by Weather
Station at Murray State College.
Suzanne Miller and Milton E.
Ecker were married July 6 at First
Baptist Church, Murray.
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship is the
speaker at revival services at Kirksey Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Linn Pool
and son, Kent, of Detroit, Mich.,
spent the holiday weekend with
relatives. They also attended the
Kirksey High School Alumni Association reunion on July 5.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

I JUST CALLED
LE.T
IOU KROVI ITS A PERSEcT
DA`l OUTSIDE
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47

34

43
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17 Greek letter
19 Running
22 Frozen water
24 Note of scale
25 Skin ailment
26 Tidy
27 Alda series
28 Chills and
fever
29
conditioner
30 Small amount
32 Highest
33 Condensed
moisture
36 Earth
goddess
37 Lawmaking
body
38 Relicts
40 More painful
41 Fulfill
43 River in
Siberia
44 Twisted
45 Prepare
p
for

46 Gainsay
47 Coolidge
nickname
ilill 48 Period of
time
51UI 49 French plural
article
50 Measure of
ill
weight
dUU

Dr. Gott
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What causes diarrhea to occur within a half hour to
one hour after eating in a restaurant"
I eat bland foods, no gravies or sauce
and still have a problem. It's very
annoying.
DEAR READER: You are probably
experiencing an exaggerated form of
the gastro-colic reflex, a normal reaction that doesn't indicate disease.
When the stomach begins contracting
to digest food, this triggers intestinal
peristalsis that may cause diarrhea.
Of course, you could be allergic to
certain foods or be intolerant to lactose (milk sugar), in which case, eating these foods (or untreated milk
products) could cause diarrhea. Gastrinoma,a type of stomach tumor, is a
rare cause of diarrhea following a
meal.
I suggest you describe your symptoms to your doctor. You'll need some
detective work to solve the puzzle of
why your diarrhea occurs when it
does.
Also, you'll have to experiment
with ways to treat the problem. For
the gastro-colic reflex, you may have
to eat smaller portions. chew your
food thoroughly and consider prescription medication, such as Donnatal, an anti-spasmodic. Your doctor
can advise you further.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My daughter is
beginning her fourth month of pregnancy. In the past few weeks, she's
had a problem urinating every two or
three days and must go to her local
hospital for catheter insertion. What
is the cause of this?
DEAR READER: Although your
daughter's problem is one she should
take up with her obstetrician, I'll hazard a guess. During pregnancy, as the
uterus progressively enlarges, it may
press down upon the bladder, causing
frequent urination that is painless.
In rare instances, if the anatomical
relation of the bladder and uterus is
particularly altered, urination may
be difficult. By and large, this harmless annoyance is part and parcel of
pregnancy.
Nonetheless, your daughter should
ask her doctor about it because preventive treatment may be necessary.
Such treatment may include mild
medicine to stimulate appropriate
bladder contractions.
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0

U.S.D.A. Choice
Boneless

RIBEYE
STEAK

CHUCK
ROAST

98
Lb.

144

0.S.D.A. Choice

Shoulder Roast

Old Southern 5 Lb. Box

$4.79
Lb. 69'

Beef Patties
IGA

Turkeys

U.S.D.A. Choice

Shoulder Steak
Lean

Pork Steak

4

Fi(-1d

\AMII

DINNER
FRANKS

Field

BOLOGNA or
DINNER FRANKS

49
Lb.

neW Sliced

Bacon

Lb.

Mrs. Grissom 12 oz.

Salads
••13111•111110=1

$1.69
79

111111.

iL-R0

,

16A V/. oz. Box

MAC. 6 CHEESE
DINNER

Solt 2 Gentle 4 Rall

BATH TISSUE

79c
4

•

EFFECTIVE DATES:
July 8-14
10th & Chestnut St.

Ho

To TN

We reserve the right to
limit Quantities and correct
printing errors

